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摘要 

打造一個好的產品是所有早期新創公司的核心，然而如何將產品從構想到販售並獲取顧客

喜愛，則是一個需要理論與實務結合、不斷實驗的過程。在本論文中，作者將過去三年實

際帶領產品-Voltset從出生到成長的經驗紀錄下來並與理論相呼應，探討一個新產品如何

透過不斷循環的迭代過程 (iteration process)增加其新產品完整度 (product readiness) 。這三

年當中，作者歸納了 Voltset從初期抽象構想的形成，獲得第一位付費的客戶，到後期在

全球最大的群眾募資平台上進行全球市場驗證的過程。本論文主要會針對兩大部分做深度

討論: 第一部分著重於探討如何在各種實際市場驗證測試中增加產品就緒度，並點出在目

前現有理論框架，如: 精實創業 (the Lean startup) 下可能與實際執行面不同之處。根據本

產品的經驗，新產品第一次的迭代過程循環應該經由以下幾個步驟：產品目標市場願景、

產品本身定義、最小可行性產品構築、意見領袖背書、市場驗證、市場測試與學習。第二

部分則是討論當在定義一個新產品的功能與特徵時，如何正確地選擇性聽取以及以什麼方

式來聽取目標客戶的需求。根據打造 Voltset產品的經驗，作者發現當潛在客戶聲音太廣

泛時，應只聽取”已付費”客戶的意見，因為該族群的產生是藉由深入了解產品價值，並

經歷認同與付費過程而形成，因此會在產品的功能與特徵上的需求較聚焦。 

本論文藉由親身實務經驗與理論的對話提供深度的產品迭代過程探討，作者期許這樣的研

究能對於縮小理論與實務的鴻溝做出貢獻。 

 

關鍵字: 

新產品完整度，市場驗證，客戶的聲音，新產品開發，群眾募資，精實創業 
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Abstract 

Product building is a core activity for any early-stage startup. However, there are still many gaps 

between literature to real world practice for successfully developing a product that is accepted by 

the market. In this thesis, the building experience of Voltset -- a one of the kind hardware and 

software integrated multimeter, is studied for its journey of product iteration process to increase 

product readiness. The cofounder of the startup as well as the author of this thesis, has reflected 

his firsthand experience with literature such as the Commercializing New Technologies and the 

Lean Startup to seek steps necessary to move the project from shaping an abstract concept, 

acquiring the first paying customer, and then campaigning a successful crowd funding project. 

The thesis focuses on answering two questions: First, what are the steps required to enhance 

product readiness through validation testing from the first business idea to receiving its first 

group of paying customers. Based on the experience of Voltset and the Lean startup framework, 

it suggests the first product iteration process should loop through the following stages: Product 

market vision, product definition, minimum viable product building, key opinion leader 

endorsement, validation sell, measure, and learn. Second, when a product specification needs to 

be pinpointed, who and how to listen to the voice of targeted customers (VOC) is the state-of-art 

question for early-stage startups.  Within the scope of this experience, it indicates to focus only 

on paying customers since they understand the potential value of the new product and have 

similar needs compare to the wide range of feature request from the rest of potential buyers. 

This thesis provides the insights of product iteration from first-hand experience, enriching the 

knowledge gap between real product building and theoretic framework point of view. 

 

Keywords: 

Product readiness, validation testing, voice of customer, new product development, crowd 

funding, lean startup.   
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Research motivation  

Tom Wang is the author, the researcher, as well as the co-founder of Voltset in this paper. 

Voltset is a multimeter module that could measure electricity and with the technology of 

smartphone, Voltset could output conditional suggestions to its users based on the working 

environment. (Wang & Larsen, 2013) In this paper, a startup is defined by Steve Blank’s 

definition, “A startup is a temporary organization used to search for a repeatable and scalable 

business model.” (Blank, Search versus Execute, 2012). Steve’s definition suggests that a startup 

is an organization trying to create new value for customers by doing something different from 

before. In the case of Voltset, research suggests that there has never been a smart, interactive 

multimeter existed prior to the start of the Voltset product. So the product development 

experience started from a brand new concept with very limited historical record to help shape its 

product concept.  

 

The author’s experience suggests that all startup are different in some ways. But on the other 

hand, all startups must offer some sort of product or services for its stakeholders to buy or to 

support. Since the phrase ‘new product’ suggests the product is unique in nature, a startup might 

be hard to copy existing business models directly. Instead, the author suggests the startup needs 

to grow the product or offering from the early ‘flash of an idea’ into a buyable product or 

service. Numerous theories suggests that reaching product-market-fit takes understanding of the 

market, the user, and the product itself. Author suggests that, many of the business insights were 

unavailable to entrepreneurs at the early stage of the startup. Thus the author wish to look into 

the journey of product iteration process for a new business idea. Focus on how to increase the 

product readiness from the initial concept to finding its paying/supporting innovators as the 

product stakeholder on Kickstarter. 

 

In the management or business academic field, quite a lot of theories were constructed to help 

managing a successful product. Theories such as the Lauterborn's four Cs from Marketing-Mix 
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(Consumer needs wants, Cost, Convenience, Communication) (Borden, 1964)or Jerome 

McCarthy’s four Ps, Product, Place, Price, and Promotion) (McCarthy & William, 1964) were 

created trying to assist on running a successful business. However, from the experience of the 

author, the spark of a great business idea seldom comes with all the engineering knowledge 

necessary to create the product, nor does it come with all the detail about the market, the users, 

or the product itself. 

 

The paper will be going through the initial stage of how the concept was generated for Voltset, to 

how the team was able to increase the product readiness through validation testing to define their 

business offering better and better. In other words, to fill in the blanks by finding answers for 

important business questions. With zero customers in case one and two, to receiving paying 

customers from more than forty countries; result suggests that Voltset has successfully increased 

its product readiness along the journey.  

 

A note on what this research is not about. One should already have some idea what to pursuit. 

The business topic could be hardware, software, service or a combination of these. This paper’s 

focus is not on how to find the initial idea. Methodologies such as the Design Thinking could be 

studied for coming up with the initial inspiration. This paper could be helpful to a person who is 

running an early stage, hardware and software innovation startup.  

 

In short, one would be going through numerous of iterations from all aspects such as customer 

insight, engineering, process design and more before reaching a viable business. As an 

entrepreneur, the author of the paper hopes to make the road easier to go ahead for other 

entrepreneurs to create value into the society.  
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1.2 What is Voltset 

Voltset is a startup that was cofounded by Tom Wang and Michael Larsen to create great tools to 

empower individuals to do better things. (Wang & Larsen, 2013) The idea was first incubated 

under Copenhagen School of Entrepreneurship founded by Martin B. Justesen (AngelList, 2013) 

According to the founders, the startup had a clean record with no previous relations from any 

other companies or any other related projects before. Therefor the case could serve as a good 

foundation to build the study of product iteration on. The fact that Tom Wang had been one of 

the driving forces in the entire journey, including designing company strategy, product 

specification, and executing the business; the first person experience provides rich material for 

this study to take place.  

 

The project founders Michael Larsen and Tom Wang met each other at the Copenhagen School 

of Entrepreneurship and started the entrepreneur journey together. Both founders wanted to do 

Figure 1-2 Promotional material in summer 2014 for 

Kickstarter campaign. Source: From this study. 
Figure 1-1Image created to communicate effectively of the initial 

Voltset concept. Made in late 2012. Source: From this study. 
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more with their hands to make new inventions or to fix gadgets that they already have. After 

searching on the internet, it appeared to have plenty of portable mechanical tools such as the 

Swiss army knife or convertible screwdriver tips available in the market but not much portable 

electrical tools. “Since anything that is powered needed a multimeter to be worked on, and most 

multimeter look like a brick which is big and heavy to bring, why don’t we make an extremely 

portable multimeter that also works with smartphones?” thought by the two entrepreneurs. 

(Wang & Larsen, 2013) The two founders named the project Voltset with the following value 

proposition. Voltset, a multimeter as small as a headset. They imagined to have the most 

commonly used electric tools all 

constructed so small that it is like the 

size of a headphone. That was the 

initial value proposition for extreme 

portability for on-the-go engineers, 

makers and technicians. By following 

this paper, one would see how this idea 

was evolved. 

 

1.3 Objective of the study 

Author’s experience suggests that all startup needs to have a product or service offering in their 

business; it is inevitable to develop a product or a service. Most entrepreneurs are filled with new 

product ideas; however, one of the problems is paving the road from concept to concrete product 

(or service). The majority of the focus of the paper would be presenting the path for developing 

Voltset’s product readiness including finding the right it (direction finding, lock-in design 

specification) to working on other product readiness factors such as engineering product 

readiness in different stages. 

1.4 Research questions 

The primary research question for this paper is:  

Increase product readiness through validation testing for 

refining a new product. 

Defined 

Product 

specification 

Product 

development 

Theories 

Startup 

Concept 

Figure 1-3 Startup concept through product development to a better defined 

product. Source: From this study. 
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“How to build up product readiness through validation testing?” 

With highlights on the following sub-questions: 

● What steps are there from the first flash of the idea to its first customer? 

● When building a product, who to listen, when to listen and how to listen? 

● What insights were found from this experience? 

1.5 Research scope 

The data collected from the Voltset startup experience allowed the author to study from the 

conceptual stage up to the post-crowd funding stage. In order to focus, the research would 

highlight on four major stages for the journey. The starting of the idea; Leap of Faith for sense 

making with potential customers; meeting the innovators in Maker Faire New York; and the last 

case focused on crowd funding on Kickstarter. The study would present findings and evidence 

up to the post-crowd funding stage where most of the targeted iteration was done. 

1.6 Thesis structure 

Chapter 1 - Introduction includes the motivation of the research, the background of the startup 

and thesis questions. After that, chapter 2 discuss about Jolly’s Commercializing New 

Technologies model. Chapter 3 - Research design. An autoethnography type of research method 

would be applied to extract insights from this experience. The research would be based on an 

exploratory fashion shared with the first person experience from the Voltset case. Literature 

framework would be used here to describe/communicate the framework of the study. Cases are 

discussed in chapter 4 - One would find four major product validation cases for Voltset under 

this chapter. Cases are presented with a chronological order and is similar to a storytelling 

fashion for the experience of Voltset. The results are described in chapter 5. Dialogue between 

the actual field test and literature would be presented here. Insights found would be discussed in 

this section framed by different cases. And finally, chapter 6 concludes the entire study, 

summarize the intention of this study and the study finding.  
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2 Literature Review 

With the experience of founding Voltset, the author would like to explore deeper into 

understanding what happened along the way of the journey. There are plenty of literature related 

on new product development, product innovation, startup management and related topics. This 

chapter consists of mostly the Commercializing New Technologies by Jolly 1997 and the Lean 

Startup. Other related frameworks and methodologies such as the funnel analysis, and pre-

totyping would be mentioned and quoted in the research. 

2.1 Commercializing New Technologies 

2.1.1 The nine sub-processes 

Jolly suggested there are five key sub-processes in technology commercialization (Jolly, 1997): 

imaging, incubating, demonstrating, promoting and sustaining. Each of the sub-processes 

involves different stakeholders who has different tasks to satisfy before the project could move 

forward. The problems or challenges could be of scientific, technological and/or business in 

nature. More detail about the five sub-processes are listed below: 

Imagine the Dual (Techno-Market) Insight 

Commercialization is a process of value recognition meaning that all activity starts at the idea 

stage itself. Under a technology-based product, this is when a technology gets combined with an 

attractive business opportunity. The innovator, or the founder of the project must have a dual 

vision that the new technology innovation can turn into a product offering value to end 

customers and create a commercial success.  
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Incubating to Define Commercializability 

The incubation sub process, is to define its commercial ability, expresses what is required 

substantively as well as the figuratively as the “defining moment” -- when considerably greater 

resources start to be devoted into the project. In the case of this paper, the incubating part is 

focused on finding out, and validate the design requirements of a product that is most suitable for 

the targeted buyers. 

 

Demonstrating Contextually in Products and Processes 

This sup-process is about demonstrating the technology in marketable products or processes. 

This is the stage associated with product development.  

 

Promoting Adoption 

No matter how well conceived and demonstrated, very few inventions get an automatic reception 

by the market once launched. According to Jolly (Jolly, 1997) “as many as 27.5 % of new 

product and process technologies were scuttled because of “uncontrollable” market factors. 

Another 26% failed because of limited sales potential and an inability to find buyers for 

something that was apparently developed “in public interest. (Gupta & Wilemon, 1986)”   

 

Sustaining Commercialization 

The key to keep a new technology based product profitable, is to make sure the product and/or 

the technology enjoy a long presence on the market with decent long-term value.  

 

Figure 2-1Commercializing New Technologies, Vijay K. Jolly, Harvard Business School Press, 1997 p.4 
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For a technology based product to be successful, it requires to mobilize different stakeholders 

between the two sub stages. Jolly suggests that the sub processes are linked by intermediate 

stages with unique stakeholder with different interest to mobilize the process. Each process is 

independent to another and the successfulness score is more like adding up the total score from 

each sub-process. Bridging the sub-processes is about managing two things: creating enough 

value in a predecessor stage to make the technology worth taking further, and mobilizing the 

interests of the stakeholders to take it further. The former involves insights and problem solving 

abilities, the latter is fundamentally a selling exercise (Jolly, 1997) p13. The linking steps are 

(Jolly, 1997) p57: 

 

Mobilizing interest and endorsement:  

In this stage, the concept does not need a large amount of money, nor the approval of a large 

amount of buyers or people. It just need to get enough support to convent an insight into a 

project worth pursuing.  

 

Mobilizing resources for demonstration 

This requires reaching out to a wide range of potential partners in a purposeful manner to build 

up the demonstration. Demonstrating a new technology requires context, capability, and capital.  

 

Mobilizing market constituents 

The key in this stage is to find out who the key influencers are and to work out a strategy for co-

opting them in the delivery of the technology and the creation of its demand. (Jolly, 1997) p 181 

 

Mobilizing complementary assets for delivery and optimizing returns 

Profiting from certain technological innovations depends on the type of business formula 

adopted for delivering them. In order to increase the market share, inventors will have to find 

ways to commercialize as quickly and widely as possible. This means working with other 

external assets and sharing part of the profit with them. 
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2.1.2 Characteristics of the overall process 

Jolly describes the characteristics of the five sub stages as follows (Jolly, 1997) p. 15: 

● They all represent segments of the innovation process, each requiring input from a 

variety of functions and external sources as well as different types of research;  

● Each segment represents an independent sub process of value creation; 

● Each sub process needs to contend with its own set of stakeholders: 

● The sub-processes conform approximately to the nature of competition and 

specialization in technological innovation today; and 

● The sub-processes offer a way to think about entry, exit, and alliances when it comes 

to bringing new technologies to market. 
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Table 2-1 the segmented view of the commercialization process (modified by this study) from Jolly, Vijay K. Commercializing 

new technologies: Getting from mind to market. Harvard Business Press, 1997. P.18 and p. 26 

2.2 The Lean Startup 

Eric Ries defined a startup as follows: 

“A startup is a human institution designed to deliver a new product or service under conditions 

of extreme uncertainty.” (Ries, 2011) p.37 

 

The segmented 

view of sub 

processes 

imaging incubating demonstrating promoting sustaining 

expected 

outcome 

Exciting, unique 

technology based idea 

linked to a market 

need 

Definition of idea’s 

technical feasibility, 

commercial potential, and 

plan for taking it further. 

Incorporating the technology 

in attractive, market-ready 

products and/or processes 

getting product rapidly 

accepted by various 

market constituents 

Generating long-term 

value and retaining a 

lead in the market. 

competition 

points 

technical proof of 

principle, filing key 

patent(s), preliminary 

vision for the 

technology 

Preparing a business case 

and plan for 

commercialization, crafting 

the technology or product 

platforms, testing with lead 

customers 

Launch of commercial 

version of product or process. 

capturing a profitable 

share of market 

quickly 

Adequate return on 

investments for what it 

cost to support. 

main 

stakeholders 

Peers, colleagues, 

research partners, 

media 

providers of venture capital, 

development partners, 

potential users of 

technology 

Potential customers, suppliers 

of complementary 

technologies, internal 

colleagues in other functions 

and business partners. 

customers, end-users, 

opinion leaders, and 

market constituents 

mobilized for delivery 

Company 

management, changing 

customer segments, 

business partners. 

Type of 

financing 

Seed or zero-stage 

financing. 

Government R&D 

support, family and 

friends, special early-

stage venture capitals 

First-stage or start- up 

financing. Government 

R&D support, venture 

capitalists. 

2nd stage financing, 

Government R&D support, 

venture capitalists. 

3rd stage and other 

expansion-related 

financing. Banks and 

other commercial 

lending organizations 

Traditional corporate 

finance. Banks and 

retained earnings. 
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All startup needs to offer a product, and the product needs to be iterated many times to reach a 

sustainable business. Many of the mechanics, such as A/B testing, of how to iterate one’s product 

has been used throughout ages under various disciplines. Eric Ries organized these method and 

sorted them into executable steps and proposed the Lean Startup methodology in 2008. The 

methodology claims that startups can decrease the chance of a final failure by shortening product 

development cycle by using a combination of business-hypothesis-driven experimentation to 

introduce many smaller tests and to use these 

tests to iterate product offering. (Ries, 2011) 

P.72. This is coined by Ries as validated 

learning. Ries’ over claim is that if startups 

invest their time into iteratively building 

services to meet the needs of early customers, 

they can reduce the market risks and sidestep 

the need for large amounts of initial project 

funding and expensive product launches and 

failures   

 

2.2.1 Definition 

At the core, the methodology has the following keywords and definition: 

 

Minimum viable product: A minimum viable product is the “version of a new product which 

allows a team to collect the maximum amount of validated learning about customers with the 

least effort” (similar to a pilot experiment). (Minimum Viable Product: a guide, 2009) The goal 

of building an MVP is to start learning on customer behavior as fast as possible to validate 

business assumptions. At the starting point, the startup has a hypothesis of a product or a service 

which might have enough of value for customers to buy based on the founder’s believe. The 

team is to use ways to test and validate the assumption. The key is utilizing testing methods to 

increase the effectiveness of return on investment for resources put in. (manpower, or capital)  

 

Figure 2-2 The Build-Measure-Learn cycle to validate 

business assumptions and to refine product offering through 

market testing. Source: The Lean Startup 
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Continuous deployment: Continuous deployment, coined by Timothy Fitz, is a process 

“whereby all code that is written for an application is immediately deployed into production.” 

The method results in a much shorter product cycle time.  

 

Split testing (A/B testing): Is a commonly used methodology to perform controlled testing for 

user response. By presenting different versions of a product to customers at the same time, the 

observer can study the differences in behavior between the two groups and measure the impact 

of each version on an actionable metric. (Ries, 2011) p.126 

Actionable metrics: Actionable metrics can lead to informed business decisions and subsequent 

action. (Ries, 2011) P.130 these metrics should accurately reflect the key drivers of a business. 

Actionable metrics is the opposite of the vanity metrics. Vanity metrics are numbers that make 

the result look good but actually serves no real value.  

 

Pivot: A pivot is a “structured course correction designed to test a new fundamental hypothesis 

about the product, strategy, and engine of growth.” (Ries, 2011) P.120. Steve Blank defines a 

pivot as “changing (or even firing) the plan instead of the executive (the sales exec, marketing or 

even the CEO).” (Blank & B Dorf., The Startup Owner's Manual: A step-by-step Guide for 

Building a Great Company, 2012) 

 

Innovation accounting: Innovation accounting is a concept to measure progress, to improve 

entrepreneurial outcomes and to hold innovators accountable by setting up milestones and to 

prioritize work. (Ries, 2011) p.18.  

 

Build-measure-learn: Since all startup has an idea for a product or service, the fundamental 

activity is to turn that idea into actual products. If s startup runs out of resource before able to 

create a sustainable product, it dies. A company’s ability is determined by its ability to ideate, 

quickly build a minimum viable product of that idea, measure its effectiveness in the market, and 

learn from that testing process. The build- measure-learn loop is a learning cycle to validate 

business ideas. To emphasize speed as a critical ingredient to product development. This fast 
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iteration method allows teams to discover a feasible path towards product/market fit, and to 

continue refining the service or product being offered 

 

Pre-totyping - Make sure you are building the right it before you build it right. 

Pre-totype it is a PDF created by Alberto Savoia back in the 2011. He suggested that he would 

very much love to write the proper book for pre-totyping but it would take months to complete 

and he had no indication that such a book would be worth writing. Far too many books fail in the 

market. Most of them fail not because they are poorly written or edited, but because there aren’t 

enough people interested in them. (Savoia, 2011)  Reid Hoffman, founder of Linked in once said: 

“if you are not embarrassed by the first version of your product, you’ve launched too late.” 

The PDF is all about mechanics and toolsets to find the right it to build. Spending time and 

money building stuff that no one cares, or wants to spend money on, is a waste of time and 

energy.  

Savoia suggested several definitions for pre-totyping. His favorite one is  

“Make sure - as quickly and as cheaply as you can - that you are building the right it before you 

build it right.” (Savoia, 2011) 

2.3 Summary 

In this chapter, the author presented several literature that is related to product iteration and 

commercializing a new business idea. Literature such as the nine sub-processes from the 

Commercializing New Technology were introduced at the beginning of this study to reflect on the 

experience of Voltset.   
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3 Research design 

3.1 Introduction 

Author’s experience suggests finding insights is difficult without having actual experience, 

therefore the research is in explorative in nature. The author found this design structure to suit 

the need for flexibility in analyzing the target firm, and limit the subjectivity that could otherwise 

have been pre-imposed on the research, and can allow for new knowledge of findings to emerge. 

This, however, also implies that the data results is not to a scientific significant level. Babbie 

support employing an explorative research design when investigating new topics or issues. 

(Babbie, 1989). Before the research goes on, aligning definition could be important. 

3.2 Operational parameter variable 

In order to keep readers in sync with the paper, the author suggested some keywords to help 

define the parameter within this paper: 

● Product iteration (process): This paper assumes that a product idea is far from ready 

and requires the concept to go through iteration process to gain insight about what to 

have in the product offering.  

● Product readiness: Refers to the amount of information is available for the startup to set 

specification related to user, market, and the product. 

● Validation testing: When a business hypothesis receives a paying buyer, the hypothesis 

is considered as valid through testing. 

A product equipped with precise information knowing who its targeted customers are, and how 

exactly to offer customer focused value might have a higher product readiness compare to 

another product even if the latter one has already been in the market for years. Product readiness 

is not defined solely by engineering manufacturing of a product in this paper. 

The author suggests that, a validated concept means the concept has acquired paying customer 

who specifically buys the product/service due to this specific offering. The author suggests that, 

the validation process is the step of getting paying customer for a certain offering.  
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3.3 Research framework 

To answer the research question  

“How to build up product readiness through validation testing?”  

The author suggests to understand the suggested path and relationship between the key operation 

parameters as shown below. 

Figure 3-1Relationship between the keywords in product readiness through validation testing. Literature suggests the process 

can get key insights about who the buyer/users are, how do them use/like your product, and identify top opportunities to improve. 

Source: From this study. 

 

The figure illustrates the initial part of the product-market vision and how it goes into the Lean 

Startup build-measure-learn iteration process (The circle in 
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Figure 3-1). Through validation testing better defined product could be constructed for the next 

iteration cycle. The author suggests that, this could yield a higher product readiness. 

 

According to the author, the primary objective of activities for Voltset startup is to gain insights 

and increase product readiness in multiple discipline for the user, the market, and the product. 

Cases would be presented in a chronological order with a focus on the ‘before and after’ 

condition respect to three major aspects. This research would be reflecting the case with the 

framework below to see how the product validation process was done and if the process 

increased product readiness with evidence. Stakeholder background/preference, product 

specification, and engineering readiness were the three criteria selected to evaluate for each case 

due to the following reason: 

 

 Stakeholder background/ preference: It is suggested by Jelly 1997 that, different types of 

stakeholders needs to be identified and satisfied at different stages of commercializing 

new technology. Thus the author suggest to identify the stakeholders in the beginning and 

in the end of each case of the development of Voltset.  

 

 Product specification: McCarthy suggested the 4P theory: product, place, price and 

promotion in his book Basic Marketing: A managerial approach. (McCarthy E. J., 1978). 

The author of this study suggests finding out more information related to each category 
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would increase the overall product readiness. For instance, learning more about what 

should the product do for its stakeholder would help defining engineering design 

specification; finding out the market acceptable price range can directly impact on the 

engineering design thus effect the best suitable product quality and performance. So 

product specification is selected as one of the factors to compare between cases.  

 Engineering readiness: For Voltset startup, a product needs to be constructed from 

hardware and software point of view to deliver to its stakeholders in some cases. Thus the 

author suggests to consider engineering readiness as one of the three factors.  

Figure 3-2 Case initial and ending criteria. Focused on: Stakeholder background/preference. Product specification. Engineering 

readiness. Source: From this study. 

 

3.4 Autoethnography 

Autoethnography is a new avant-garde qualitative research method that challenges conventional 

writing and is becoming more established as a social research method owing to the fact it 

continues to emerge and evolve in new ways (Wall, 2014). The term has been in use for 35 

years, and was first introduced by David Hayano (Sarah, 2006).  

 

According to Andrew Sparks, Autoethnographies “are highly personalized accounts that draw 

upon the experience of the author/researcher for the purposes of extending sociological 

understanding”.  In essence first hand personal experiences that have the ability to connect 

culturally and sociologically (Sparkes, 2013). 
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The method provides a wide range of possibilities. Stems from the possibilities inherent in 

personal research methods, in essence is an ideal qualitative method to accommodate the 

interface of author’s first-hand experience vis-à-vis the theory and practice disciplines in order to 

compare, contrast and draw conclusions (Wall, 2014).  

 

Autoethnography is also known as and interchangeable with terms “personal narrative”, “critical 

autobiography”  “evocative narrative”, reflexive ethnography, ethnographic autobiography, 

autobiographical ethnography, personal sociology, and auto-anthropology basically it’s the same 

work done under different labels although Autoethnography remains the predominantly used 

term (Ellis & Arthur , 2000).   

 

The underlying values of Autoethnography emerge from post-modern thinking that challenges 

convention and tradition and positivist ideas in scientific inquiry and it is based on the premise 

that  “Many ways of knowing and inquiring are legitimate and no one way should be privileged”  

It is not meant to be a critique or dismissal of convention but a challenge to it that there is room 

for other ways of knowing and inquiring about things and these more critical alternative ways of 

knowing and inquiring are ways that are very helpful and supporting work that is normative, 

emancipatory, transformative in intentions behind  knowledge production. Gives voice to those 

with unique experiences that allow them to contribute to discussions on topics from a 

considerably unique perspective of sociological interest, and challenges the traditionalist 

“author-evacuated texts”. (Wall, 2014) 

 

A variety of data sources can be used in Autoethnography, essentially the first-hand experiences 

to collect and understand insights for qualitative analysis, these can be and are not limited to; 

Photographs, videos and artwork, artifacts, writing- Journals or diaries kept over time, self-

observational data, social maps that layout your position and others position in your social 

location and relationship within these realms, official documents, interviews with actors or 

participants related with the journey. This is not necessarily an exhaustive list, more types of 

sources can be used as long as that data source provides answers to the inquiry, then it is a 

legitimate source of data in Autoethnography (Wall, 2014).    
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Data analysis in autoethnography can involve; creating a timeline of events connecting the 

present with the past and participants, identifying exceptional occurrences, contextualizing 

broadly and connecting them with academic theories, analyzing relationships between self and 

others, analyzing inclusion and omission, comparing relevant cases etc. (Chang, 2008).  

 

Autoethnographers can vary in their emphasis on auto-(self), -ethno- (the cultural link), and- 

graphy (the application of a research process) depending on the context, autoethnographers can 

emphasize one of these over the other, can also balance all three of them or choose two of them 

that are important, however autoethnographers decide to emphasize different aspects of the 

possibilities, it can lead to different kinds of auto ethnographic texts where the word text can be 

interpreted very broadly. (Reed-Danahay, 1997) 

 

Autoethnographic work is characterized most broadly into two categories (Wall, 2014) :-  

● Evocative: Creative, narrative, confessional , therapeutic , unconventional  sharing the 

experience  

● Analytic: much more conventional, descriptive, interpretive has a more realistic tone 

“accurate” in terms of presenting the facts and findings of the study and academic 

approach in a more traditional manner.  

 

Although it is important to note that in a lot of cases the work can fall in between the two, due to 

the very nature of Autoethnography (Wall, 2014). Ultimately as a relatively young and non-

traditional qualitative research method, it’s still a bit controversial in the eyes of some critics, 

while at the same time gaining traction as its proponents argue that the voice of an insider, the 

person with the experience can really have the true and authentic voice and they can speak on 

events and relationships in a way that just tells it potentially more factually and accurately than if 

it is inferred from other sources and should not be judged according to traditional criteria but 

rather the literary and information criteria and eventually it is the reader that determines the 

value of the information and if it is useful in terms of the context of analysis (Wall, 2014). 
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3.5 Source of data 

The data collection is primarily based on first hand material that has been created and stored as a 

process since the inception of the Voltset project, and mainly located on Dropbox folders and 

Google drive. Text documents, logs, images, charts, spreadsheets and recordings are stored and 

saved, with timestamps and author, and serves as a very rich data source. These documents, 

charts, pictures and more were created over the three year experience from person who were 

involved in the Voltset project. It could be a website design concept, a picture that was taken at a 

certain time, a couple words that were written and shared with the team in the company project 

log. External data could come from third party stakeholder or from third party news reporter or 

bloggers as supporting material. Online discussion boards such as the Kickstarter Voltset 

community provided history of conversations and events that were created for the Voltset project 

between the Voltset team and active stakeholders. 

3.6 Key person behind Voltset 

Author suggests that the team is a major component of the startup. Listed below are only a 

couple key person who were actively contributing to the project Voltset and made a substantial 

mark. There were many more others such as volunteers, contractors, or other short term 

members. 

 

Co-Founder Tom Wang previously studied mechanical engineering at University of California, 

Santa Barbara, after which he worked at Agilent Technologies as an R&D engineer. After a few 

years he decided to take his Masters of Business Administration, Technology and innovation 

Management at National Chengchi University in Taiwan. Tom, mostly in charge of concept 

design, product specification, strategic planning, most of the on-the-ground execution work for 

exhibitions and the user experience design. His family and him were the majority initial funding 

provider before the successful Kickstarter campaign. 

 

Co-Founder Michael Bruun-Larsen spent a couple of years in China for studies and work prior to 

starting his Bachelors of Science in international Business at Copenhagen Business School. 
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Michael was in charge of operations, accounting, fundraising and business legal work, strategy 

planning and more. 

 

Software Lead, Panos Karampis joined the project back in 2014 while he was finishing up his 

master degree from University of Copenhagen (DIKU) "We are developing a multimeter, but not 

a common multimeter one can find in the market. We are developing a complete and portable 

system, including hardware and software, which converts smartphones into a multimeter" 

(Copenhagen, 2015) Panos got involved in Voltset though the course Development Studio at the 

Department of Computer Science (DIKU). Here students are taught everything about the process 

of developing software products from idea to finished product. The course was organized in 

collaborations with the Copenhagen School of Entrepreneurship, an incubator center at the 

Copenhagen Business School (CBS). In this way, student entrepreneurs from CBS have had the 

chance to engage talented software developers from DIKU – this is how the two CBS students 

Tom Wang and Michael Bruun-Larsen managed to commit Panos as a partner in Voltset. 

Partner Tom Wojda joined in 2014, as being a friend of Michael since 2008. As Tom Wojda had 

knowledge and expertise in programming, especially low level programming on 

microprocessors, he was a source often sought out to answer technical questions prior to joining, 

and after he joined, he was a source of shaping and designing the product from an electrical and 

programming point of view.  

 

Chief Backend Officer Guiller Mø, joined March 2015, to assist on developing backend, 

application and general programming challenges.  Guillermo had related experience and was 

very interested in the iOT (the internet of things) side of the development. Knowing that Voltset 

would require heavy backend architect to work, he recommended himself and took the lead of 

the job. 

 

Ran Ma was the team’s Chief Marketing Officer for the period of Kickstarter campaign. Ran had 

a passion in technology especially in wearable and quantify-self related products. She was a very 

social person who had strong drive to achieve goals. She was in charge of the first hand 
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communication with supporters and paying customers, to answer any concern or questions about 

the project. 
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4 Cases 

4.1 Introduction 

In this section, one would find the background, the setup, and the intended goal to achieve by 

performing certain tests intended for product iteration process. The cases are selected by the 

author from the three year Voltset startup journey. The cases are to describe the four major time 

period for Voltset startup while trying to make progress from one stage to another. One could 

find the initial stage of the startup, the activity experienced for attempting to increase product 

readiness, and the outcome from the specific experience in case 2, case 3, and case 4. 

 

These tests were performed with open and hard to control environments. Results were often not 

as what the Voltset team expected, but the result always provided the Voltset team important 

factors about how to move forward. (Wang & Larsen, Voltset Company Cloud, 2014) 

 

4.1.1 History of Voltset 

Author suggests that many events happened during the three year startup journey. It was not 

possible to list out all events and discuss its effect on the startup. A timeline is presented here for 

the following cases. 

 

Figure 4-1 Major events for the Voltset journey with four cases marked in bold. Source: From this study. 
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To map out the relationship between different stages according to Commercializing New 

Technology as the x-axis against the Voltset product iteration event cases would look like the 

following illustration.  

 

 

Figure 4-2 Research cases mapped against Jolly’s Commercializing New Technologies. Source: from this study. 
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4.2 Case 1 - The starting of the idea 

Table 4-1 Case 1 - The starting of the idea. Source: From this study. 

 Background Founders needed a very portable multimeter that worked with 

smartphone. 

Assumption The market needed a tiny smart multimeter. 

What to validate Could the cofounders buy something like this now? 

Stakeholder 

background/ 

preference 

Michael and Tom, the two co-founders of Voltset. Prefer to find a 

startup project in their interest and could turn into a profitable 

business. 

Setup. Engineering 

readiness. 

Google search for similar, ideal products to purchase. 

Result in validation There was no similar product in the market. Voltset project started. 

Product Readiness 

(specification) 

Readiness: 0. At conceptual stage.  
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The idea for the project was conceived by Tom Wang and Michael Bruun-Larsen in November 

2012 mostly started during a Friday night in the co-

working office. 

The project was based on an idea for a product, which was 

the brainchild of a brainstorming session, where the two 

founders contemplated ideas for powerful solutions that 

could enhance human capabilities in one form or the other. 

 

Author suggests that, in the current era, smartphones are 

increasingly becoming an extension to the author’s lives, 

becoming the most used tool to do a variety of tasks. 

However, the founders tried to look at the limitations of 

the current tool, and looking at it with this in mind, it 

became easy to create a list of things a smartphone cannot 

do today, such as measuring electricity. 

 

The idea of measuring electricity with the phone, started to 

make a lot of sense, as the smartphone has very 

sophisticated hardware with many sensors, together with an operating system that can be 

modified with custom applications, all in a small form factor that is convenient to bring around. 

 

Once the preliminary market research indicated that there were no other mobile connected or 

integrated electricity measurement instruments on the market, the two founders decided to start 

the development of this product and solution.  

  

Figure 4-3 Website concept created in the early 

stage. "Awesome multimeter" shows a lack of 

specific sell point in the startup idea. Source: 

From this study. 
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4.3 Case 2 - Leap of faith, sense-making with potential customer 

Figure 4-4 Case 2: leap-of-faith, sense-making with potential customer. Source: From this study. 

 Background Building up for the 1st build-measure-learn process 

Assumption Engineering students could be company’s first targeted audience. 

(customer) 

What to validate Could Voltset become a business?  

Size of module. 

Stakeholder 

background/ 

preference 

Danish Institute of Technology University engineering students. Who used 

smartphones and were willing to try new things out. Students would need to 

buy a multimeter thus it should be easy to sell them one. 

Setup. 

Engineering 

readiness 

Flyers, concept mockups, no working software, no working hardware. Very 

low engineering readiness. 

 

Result in 

validation 

0 buyer. Received many “what to build” comments from potential 

customers. 

Product 

readiness 

(specification) 

Readiness: 0. Many directions for product specification.  

 

4.2.1 Background info: 

At day one, the team was set to make a new electrical measuring module that was portable and 

uses the smartphone as a display. The key design features came out from the founder’s mind for 

what was most likely to be the perfect product. Some of the key design features/assumptions are 

listed below: 

● Compactness and portability was the key selling factor. 

● Voltset would have two major components, the meter module that has two test probes 

coming out and a smartphone that was going to receive information and display the 

information to users. 
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● By linking the meter module with a smartphone, the design can utilize the massive 

computing power of the smartphone to do post calculation. 

● Regular multimeter’s small LCD display could be replaced with a much bigger display 

from the smartphone, making it easier to read since the numbers were going to be bigger.  

● The dialing knob control would be replaced by the touch screen for better experience. 

(unsure what would make the design better yet since the team do not know how Voltset 

would be used exactly) 

● By keeping the hardware module simple, the design could be updated anytime through 

software even after the item was shipped to the customer.  

● App add-on could increase the capability of the device, but the Voltset team did not know 

what to make for the add-on yet so the team needed to go out to find answers. 

 

4.2.2 Goal to achieve - verify less volume meter has enough value to drive 

sells. 

The team first needed to validate if the concept of Voltset had any value by finding out if people 

would want to pay and what feature made them wanted to pay. Since compactness and 

integration with the phone was our most important offering, the Voltset team needed to verify 

how big was still considered as compact for potential customers (the current stakeholders) and 

how much the stakeholders were willing to pay. The flow of the validation test was to present 

mockup models, tell the audience about the concept of Voltset and do a concept demo to see if 

they would be interested to participate in making the product together or would be interested to 

sign up for email list or to financially support the project. Another assumption was that the 

smaller the meter, the more expensive it might cause to manufacture.  

 

4.2.3 Who were the intended stakeholders (pre-test assumptions) 

Firstly the Voltset team thought university students from engineering schools must be learning 

these in school either in class or through hands on laboratory work. All college students owns a 
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smartphone and not necessary all had a multimeter. Author suggests that the logical way was that 

since all students would need to buy a multimeter, and they already have a phone, it should be 

easy to sell them the concept and to see their reaction.  

 

4.2.4 How was the test setup? 

To get the idea across easily, the Voltset team constructed the following: 

● Flyer: Designed to be passed out to anyone who the Voltset team could meet and was 

interested in the concept of Voltset. The graphic consists of a young man holding on a 

smartphone with a small meter module that is plugged into the headphone jack. The 

module itself is drawn to be very small, highlighted with yellow and a smiley face. 

Pictures and illustrations were found or purchased online to create the flyer. 

Figure 4-5 LEFT: one of the first shape model for Voltset concept. Made with scrap PCB and headphone. RIGHT: Flyer created 

to emphasize on the portable value proposition. URL provided for people to take home and to visit the website. Source: From this 

study. 
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● Voltset module concept models: To represent the idea, salvaged PCB boards and headsets 

were used and modified to make models to represent the shape and how the concept 

should function in hand. To express the concept of 

multimeter effectively, an electric gage picture 

was downloaded into a phone to represent the 

meter display. A couple similar setup were made 

under the same manner but with different sizes of 

PCB board. Author suggests that, the purpose was 

to let potential user grasper the idea of Voltset as 

soon as possible and tell the Voltset team what 

size was good.  

● A website: The team registered a very basic site at 

‘www.voltset.com’. The purpose was so that once 

someone wants to connect to the project team, 

they could find the URL at the bottom of the 

flyer.  

 

4.2.5 How was the test carried out? 

Initial assumption was that people with an age of 18~34 would have lower resistance to expend 

their smartphone with new features. Multimeters were used in labs and most mechanical and 

electrical students needed one while they learn. The logical way was to go to engineering schools 

(age 18~26) with the models the Voltset team constructed to test for feedback on what was an 

acceptable size for the stakeholders. 

The team went to Danish Technology University where they could find some engineering 

students. Test subjects were selected randomly within the campus (who ever the Voltset team felt 

convenient to talk to). 

 

When the Voltset team located a test subject, the Voltset team would tell the student about the 

concept of an extremely portable multimeter that works with a smartphone. Than the Voltset 

Table 4-2 Smartphone ownership table. Source: (listed in 

the bottom of the figure) 
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team showed the person concept models and asked for opinions. Author suggested from the 

experience that most people seems to be interested about the project but was not excited about it. 

When the Voltset team presented multiple concepts, the team were not able to get much feedback 

on how big of a size is acceptable for the Voltset module to be.  

 

Shortly after the Voltset team started the testing, the team found that not everyone was familiar 

with what a multimeter was. Approximately 2/3 knew what a multimeter was but did not use one 

often. The Voltset team furthermore asked if the size or the weight of current multimeters were 

the key factors why they do not want to bring it with them. 9/10 expressed yes and would be 

interested in the smaller version. However, none of the test subjects were interested in buying 

one at such an early stage and were not interested to sign up as a team member. The Voltset team 

were able to pass out about 20 flyers.  
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4.4 Case 3 - Meeting the innovators in Maker Faire 

Table 4-3 Case 3 meeting the innovators in World Maker Faire New York 2013 summary Source: From this study. 

 Background Grouped ‘wanted’ features into two products. Students were not 

motivated to buy because school offers free multimeter. 

Assumption Makers uses multimeters to innovate, author suggested the makers 

could be described as innovators in Diffusion of Innovation. 

What to validate Can Voltset turn into a business? 

Validate size, price and user preferences.  

Stakeholder 

background/ 

preference 

Makers @ World Maker Faire NY 2013 Sep. Prefer new technology 

and would support as a beta tester. 

Setup. Engineering 

readiness 

Working software for mini-Voltset for live demonstration. Mega-

Voltset PCB non-functioning model. E-commerce website. Booth in 

Maker Faire. 

Result in validation Make Magazine front page. (endorsement) 

30 unit preorders. 

2 mini@$40, 28 MEGA@$50. 

Refined pitch line: “World’s smartest multimeter” 

Product readiness 

(specification) 

Who: Potential buyer: 30~50 year old guys. 

What: Mega-Voltset is right way to go! 

Readiness: 2. 

4.3.1 Background info: 

After a year of work to construct the Voltset module, the Voltset team decided to go to Maker 

Faire New York to test for market feedback. The team was still trying to get their first paying 

stakeholder who would actually buy and would have a use for Voltset. Till this point, the project 

had received a recognitions from business plan competition and had being accepted into 

accelerator programs.  
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At that point the Voltset team had a software development team for writing the Android 

application. A functioning electrical module that can measure AC/DC with a size of a thumb 

(50mm X 20mm X 15mm, similar to a USB drive), and a contracted electrical R&D team from 

Taichung, Taiwan was designing another electrical module that had a lot more functions. The 

later one had a size approximately to 85mm X 55mm X 15mm. The Voltset team named the 

small, thumb sized module, the Voltset mini and the one with more features with larger size the 

mega-Voltset. Both concepts fits under the Voltset team’s original idea of making a compact 

multimeter that could be used to do projects anywhere one goes. When it comes to the detail of 

what to be implemented, the author suggests that there were just too many options that the team 

could do. As time passed by, after a year, the Voltset team were not sure if the project was a pure 

hobby project or a business project. The Voltset team needed to validate if the concept was 

possible to turn it into a business. The team was at the intersection of pivot or persevere since the 

author suggested the business concept had never been validated. (Ries, 2011) 

 

During this event, there were multiple tests set up to collect data. Most of the activities were 

derived from Lean Startup, pre-totyping, and based on the believe that the team would be able to 

find innovators in Maker Faire since this is where most of the talented innovators demonstrate 

their results and gets connected with other creative makers. (Media, 2016) Many data suggests 

Figure 4-6Voltset mini working model with smartphone. Can measure AC/DC accurately. The mini-Voltset is very small as 

shown in the picture. Source: From this study. 
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that this group of people are not the normal consumers since products in the official event store, 

the Maker Shed, has things that are usually not recognized as a final product with the ‘raw’ PCB 

or wire showing.  

Author suggests that, the set up for this validation test was extensive and also required a lot of 

manpower as well as upfront cost (air ticket, accommodation and such). So even though the team 

had a strong believe in what they do, they knew the result of this test would be very significant. 

4.3.2 Goal to achieve 

● Test if Voltset is a hobby project or has the potential to turn into a business by getting 

paying customers for pre-orders. 

● Test of value proposition: “Voltset, the world’s smallest and smartest multimeter” 

● Refine pitch by doing A/B testing. 

● Find out if Mini-Voltset or mega-Voltset was more welcomed by stakeholders. 

4.3.3 Who were the intended stakeholders? (Pre-test assumptions) 

After testing for a year with minimal results (not able to acquire paying customers), the Voltset 

team had to reconsider its business strategy. The team assumption was that the makers and the 

tinkerers were going to be excited about Voltset, and these kind of person had the highest 

tolerance for innovative products (they were mostly innovators themselves). The Voltset team 

should go to the place where the makers hangout the most. After some search, the team was able 

to find information about registration for Maker Faire and signed up for the World Maker Faire 

2013 thinking that was the biggest Maker Faire annually and hoping to find first paying 

stakeholders.  

 

4.3.4 How was the test setup? 

In short, the end goal was to present the mini Voltset and mega-Voltset to generate pre-orders. 

So strictly only paying customers were count as a validated data. Since the Voltset team was not 

confident about whether if the team would get any order or not, there were plenty of trackers 

trying to make this trip count. Both online and offline. 
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After a year of work, the Voltset team were able to put together the following for the validation 

process: 

● An application that worked with the mini-Voltset to demonstrate how the module could 

work with smartphone. The application shown connectivity from the module, could read 

live data and display the correct value on the phone screen. A couple of expansion 

features were also included into the application to test customer feedback: 

○ Smart box: Voltset application would compare live reading with its data base to 

provide useful information. For instance, a common AA battery with 1.45volt 

would show 1.45 V in the application and also a green illustration of the battery to 

show user that despite that the battery clams to have a 1.5V normal voltage, the 

battery was still good to be used. 

○ Calculator box: build in calculator to do simple calculation. This was not 

functional and was illustrated with a picture in the application. The picture 

popped out at the proper location when the feature was selected. 

○ Life charting: This was to test the need for graphing live data. When user engage 

this function by tapping onto the icon, an illustration of the setup was presented. 

○ Excel logging: This is to test out logging ability. When user engage this function, 

a pre- defined Excel process flow would be called out. User would be given 

instruction to perform three different tests. After the test, user could display the 

test result in a newly created excel sheet and view it from the phone. 

○ Hacker box: This section was created for users to create or download project 

specific add-on.  The page contained three hyperlinks, ‘Upload add-on’, 

‘Download add-on’, and ‘Download SDK’. The page was constructed as a 

clickable website format. Links could lead to the project landing page instead to 

download pages (which did not exist)   

● An introduction game was designed to encourage hands on experience with the module. 

A couple of mixed batteries and a power extension cord were placed on the table. The 

users were supposed to use Voltset to measure the battery voltage, through the 

information window in the application, the user got to know if the battery had enough 
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power or not. Time used would be recorded to show which user was the fastest and can 

get a prize. 

 

Figure 4-7Booth planning in Taipei before bringing it to Now York. Booth table design and the actual set up. A “play 

free win prize” game to the left. Two models in the middle for demonstration. A couple old multimeter on the table for visitors to 

quickly understand what we are doing here.. Source: From this study. 
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Figure 4-8Booth design blueprint. The table is cut into two sections. Both were hands on activity to observe user behavior. The 

background board is designed to express the product concept as quick as possible. Source: From this study. 
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● Two types of handout were designed and created.  

○ General hand out (see Figure 4-9 General survey hand out.) 

○ Paying customer handout (see Figure 4-11) 

 

● Trackers: Multiple trackers were created such as QR code, and 

special RUL link. These trackers are to be used to analyze which link were used at what 

place for what purpose to help gathering information about what kind of people are 

interested in our offering. Survey: an online Google Forms survey was created to 

LEFT: QR Code with tracker to analyze which 
method was most effective for scanning.  

 

RIGHT: QR code leads to a website, connecting to 

Facebook page and pre-order page. 

The goal is to put entry barrier as low as possible 

for interested individual to sign up and to share 

unbiased information that will later be analyzed to 

understand interest group’s background. 

Priority are as followed: 

1. Get user contact info 

2. Ask to buy pre-order. 

3. Give us insights about how they could 

connect the concept in the most valuable 

way possible. This was an important feature 

to ensure the experience and knowledge 

from the current team will not become the 

limiting factor of the project. 

This was not to be passed out but only for people to 

come grab by themselves. 

Each handout is numbered for tracking. 

Figure 4-10 QR code with tracker for quick website entry and behavior study. Source: this study (2013 Sep.) 

Figure 4-9 General survey hand out. Source: From this study. 
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understand potential users. Questions include self-identification, most used mobile 

platform, ideal Voltset features. 

 

Figure 4-11 Pre-order form. Paying customer survey. This would be given when someone paid for a pre-order at the faire as a 

receipt. Source: From this study. 

 

4.3.5 How was the test carried out? 

The faire was a two day event starting Saturday September 21th and ends on the 22th. The show 

ground was open to exhibitor days before to set up 

the demonstration. Author suggests that people 

were very friendly and happy to greet each other. 

Several person came to talk to the Voltset team 

about the project after looking at the team setting 

up the booth. After talking (was more like pitching) 

to a person named Andrew, he expressed his 

interest in the project and asked if the Voltset team 

had any good pictures he could use. He turned out 

to be an author/editor (Terranova, 2013) from the 

Figure 4-12 Top left is Voltset mini. (Functional model) 

Bottom right is Mega Voltset (non-functioning model) 

Source: From this study. 
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Make Magazine. The Voltset team promised to deliver him with some better photos of the 

project later that night. The next morning the project Voltset were featured on the Make 

Magazine’s front page. The Voltset team saw many traffic coming from Andrew’s article into 

voltset.com 

 

Voltset.com had some simple description, a live chat box directly to founder’s smartphone and a 

working payment system ready to take in orders. A copy of the website at that time was nowhere 

to be found but on the top of the purchasing page says something like “This is a beta project, 

meaning the product is not likely to work. It will require tweaking and comes with no guarantee. 

Purchase at your own risk.” in bold and red highlight. 

 

Endless stream of people rushed in just minutes after the gate was opened to the public. The 

Voltset team started with one person presenting, but since new visitors would come and start 

asking questions, it was required to have several person pitching and answering questions at the 

same time. 

 

After a couple hours of constantly refining our presentation formation. Handouts were put on the 

two end of the long table for easy grabbing. Handouts were not to be passed out but to be 

grabbed passively by visitors. Two person on each end of the table. A third person takes care of 

special needs such as passing writing equipment to person who are willing to sign up.  
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Figure 4-14 Customer experience flow designed for Maker Faire 2013. Source: this study. 

Figure 4-13 Actual flow of visitors. Higher frequency is presented with thicker line. Source: From this study. 
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4.5 Case 4 - Crowd funding on Kickstarter 

Table 4-4 Summary, crowd funding on Kickstarter. Source: From this study. 

Background 30 buyers gave limited insight. Need to find product details. Go for iteration 

2 on a larger platform. 

Assumption “Voltset, the smartest multimeter in the world” is primary value proposition. 

~$90USD is a sweet spot for pricing. 

What to 

validate 

Verify truthfulness of the data found from last finding. 

Fine-tuning product specification. 

Stakeholder 

background/ 

preference 

Innovators from Kickstarter around the globe. Would be 30~45 year old 

male who has a family. Prefer to work on electronics at home and at work. 

Setup. 

Engineering 

readiness 

Constructed a Kickstarter page. Has several Voltset hand constructed 

prototype which produce readings but was not very accurate nor stable. High 

prototype readiness, low design for manufacturing readiness. 

Result in 

validation 

850 individual buyers from 40 countries.  

Total $113,548USD. 

Global media coverage. 

Product 

readiness 

(specification) 

Dramatically increased with paying innovators. 

Found answer for the following questions:  

Who will be using? Where do they live? When will they use Voltset? How is 

Voltset better? What to build for? What products do they buy? 

 

Innovator pool for idea collaboration. 
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4.4.1 Background info: 

The biggest difference between before and after the Maker Faire in New York, was that the 

Voltset team learned what kind of people saw value in Voltset and who would pay for such a 

service and were willing to answer questions or to exchange opinions about how things should 

go to fit their needs.  

 

Along the side, the Voltset team had been improving communication method with supporters. 

The key was to find out exactly what would turn most heads and interest most of the potential 

buyer as stakeholders. Find out what was the best combination of words to use to describe the 

product. Last but not least, find out in what order to arrange these words to create the best result 

possible. All of these required testing, testing and retest. Assuming the startup team already 

know what they are making, the following process was what the Voltset team would suggest and 

was used in a typical process: 

1. List of unverified value propositions(s) based on who, why, how, and what: 

Brainstorm with your teammates or mentors to create a couple one sentence pitch. Make 

sure to be as concrete as possible on what to deliver and why is it valuable. Most of these 

value assumption comes from pure imagination and is to be verified by interacting with 

customers for customer insights. 

2. Map out targeted audiences location and communication channel: With the 

best guess, list out which interest groups would find the product offering most valuable. 

Find out where they spend their time and how the startup could reach them and through 

what communication channel. Since this would be a testing process, it is ok to list out a 

couple good guesses. 

3. Find those interest groups and start pitching to them. Start with one pitch, 

listen to the audience (face to face is usually the best). Give them just enough idea what 

you are doing and why what you do is important to them. Let them talk as much as 

possible, try to acquire the information according to the modified Simon Sinek’s why 

how what model: 

a. Who will this be most valuable for 
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b. Understand the big picture of why your offering would bring lots of value 

for this group. 

c. How is the typical process being done currently?  

d. What features is necessary to be included in the new product to justify the 

value of why they should use your offering. 

4. Listen to the exact phrase they are using to describe the scenario. These 

phrases might be the common phrases that is used widely in this specific interest group.  

5. A/B test the value proposition. Keep the ones that can create massive interest 

or to create point of sell.  

6. Mix, match, or dice the way you express your value proposition to A/B test 

what is the best way to go about introducing your product. 

7. Cross test your results with the same or different interest group to increase the 

‘pitch phrase, time cost and successful rate’ 

In the end, there is only one thing that is to be achieved, find out what brings value to the 

customer and how to make them realize the product offering has value in the shortest timeframe. 

Experience suggests within 15 seconds. Than the startup team needs to capture the value as a 

return in cash flow. 

 

The team were able to do smaller tests with interest groups, but in order to go on a crowd 

campaign website such as Kickstarter, the team needs to consolidate the one sentence value 

proposition. Use that as the central message and express it in an extremely clear way that can be 

understood by anyone. A method to test if others understood the message the way the startup 

team wanted them to understand, is to ask them to speak back what was received from the 

message in their own words. 
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4.4.2 Goal to achieve 

After the previous build, measure, and learn experience, the Voltset team believed they had 

acquired the proven product specification and direction. The team was trying to enlarge the test 

ground size by going to a larger online platform to accumulate more orders to reach critical mass 

for production. But since the Voltset team still needed to focus on innovators, the test would not 

be suitable for any common market place. The Voltset team looked at crowd funding platform 

since it was the place where new ideas are founded by innovators to come true. After some 

study, evident suggests that, it was very common for crowd funding backers to support the 

project with their time to make the product a better one. It was not uncommon to find helping 

hands from the project backers by looking at already finished crowd funding cases. 

4.4.3 Who were the intended stakeholders (pre-test assumptions) 

Successfully received pre-orders means the team had success in validating the business concept 

could be a feasible one. Now the team had to find more me-too person or study the behavior of 

these buyers to find more similar ones out there.  

 

1) List of unverified 

value proposition(s). 
Who, Why, How, 

What 

We want to make a hover board for young 

people because: 
 = Hover board makes it effortless to go to 

school 

 = Hover board is what all students need to 
feel cool in school. 

 = Hover board can be tracked so friends 

know where their friends are at. 

 

2) Map out TA 

location and 

communication 
channel. 

Target parents with kids. 

Re-pitch that their kids will 
want to bring a hover 

board. Parents can track 

kids by tracking 
hoverboard. 

3) Engage TA. 

Pitch to A/B test 

value 
proposition. 

Go to school, talk to students, ask 

them if they are ready to pay for a 

hover board to be effortless to go 
to school. 

 

Talk to college students, see if they 

want to sign up for pre-order to be 

the first cool guy in school with 

hover board.  

4) Listen to TA. Find 

out where and when 

they would want your 
offering. 

5) Refine pitch, A/B 

test. If something 

works, find alike-TA 
and re-pitch. 

Students are not interested enough to 

pay. But their parents might be 

interested to know where their kids are 

as a safety issue.  

Assume young people go to 

school. Map out schools 

around you. 

Value finding and iteration 

continues till finding paying 

customer with effective 

ways of pitching. 

Figure 4-15 Value proposition A/B test. This is what would be used from the Voltset team in a typical case. Source: From this 

study. 

Example 
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The Voltset team studied the Maker demographic and constructed the Kickstarter page with them 

in mind focused on DIY, hands on engineers and hardware engineers. However, this time the 

Voltset team are projecting the image worldwide. 

 

4.4.4 How was the test setup- Timing 

The author suggests that, in a startup, one often sets the timeline themselves. It was easy to give 

oneself too much time even if one already thinks s/he was already too busy. Since project 

deadline often gets pushed back, and there were always things to improve on, author suggests 

that it was very hard to stay true for deadlines.  

 

In this case, the ultimate deadline came from outside. The Voltset team saw in the year of 2014. 

Kickstarter and Bay Area Maker Faire were going to do a special event. From the Kickstarter 

side, there could be a special front page section for makers attending Bay Area Maker Faire 

while raising on Kickstarter. From the Maker Faire side, most of the Kickstarter startup would be 

hosting under one huge tent. This was projected to bring in more traffic into the Kickstarter page 

during the crowd campaign. So the Kickstarter went live just hours before Maker Faire started. 

The Kickstarter page was more or less ready, but the promotion video had at least two or three 

segments with placeholders. 

 

The first 24 hours of the campaign is critical for how the campaign would take shape in the 

future. A good campaign would start with a bump-up within a couple of hours of going live. This 

shows the initial momentum of the project. Often the result of the first 24 hours is the result of 

how well connected the project had been with high potential supporters. In our case, the team 

launched the project after doing what the team could and hit the launch button before the team 

went to bed. E-mail to supporters who signed up to follow the project were sent out about 8 

hours after the campaign started. 
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4.4.5 Layout of the Kickstarter page  

The entire Kickstarter layout was build based on the following assumption and guidelines: 

● Extremely clear and easy to understand what Voltset 

is. The basic concept “a module that works with 

smartphone with two test wires.” should be 

understood within 3 seconds. 

● Use pictures and figures instead of words. 

● Cut down time spend for users to reach user’s goal. 

 

The validation process was a fast changing, ongoing process 

during the 45 days of the campaign. Therefor components 

of the campaign was updated frequently for improvements. 

Following the Voltset team would be discussing the setup of 

the Voltset Kickstarter page. 

 

The first impression card 

The first impression card (Figure 4-16) has two 

components, a small space for illustration followed by a text 

box for short description of 135 characters max. The Voltset 

team used a simple smartphone and a Voltset module to 

show readers this is a device that works with smartphones. 

The two test leads and the USB cable shows it’s a sensor of 

some sort. The main color is black and red to increase visual contraction and to present a steady 

and serious touch and feel.  

 

The Pitch line  

Short description was updated several times based on the wording the Voltset team learned from 

supporters. Capitalized words were there to emphasize on the key message. So viewers would 

pick up the words that was relevant to them and read more. “Voltset- World’s smartest 

Figure 4-16 the first picture your potential 

buyer would see when visiting Kickstarter. 

This makes the first impression and decides if 

they will click it or not. Source: From this 

study. 
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multimeter for smart devices. VOLTSET connects to smart devices and turns them into SMART 

MULTIMETERS, allowing you to TINKER, LEARN and COLLABORATE with electronics. 

 

Intro video 

The video was constructed to be short, about one minutes and thirty seconds for the entire story. 

In a good case, the “wow” moment should be within the first 30 seconds. The sequence was to 

introduce Tom as a maker and to express the key message “We believe smarter tools can 

empower people and make all the difference.” (11 sec) After that is introducing what Voltset is, 

and how it is different from before. 

 

It was to be sincere, exciting and forward looking. The video was to present the Voltset module, 

and to let the user to understand the why part by allowing them to fill in the blank for their own 

application. This was intentionally set up to open up possibilities to increase product readiness 

even for bigger market opportunity. 

 

With maker and tinkerer as our primary target in mind, the video was set to be targeting anyone 

who wish to become a maker or a tinkerer in a daily set up which they could relate easily through 

the car example. 
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GIF Illustration 

The GIF illustration is a short (3second) animation 

that automatically plays itself. The team used this to 

express the bottom line what the Voltset team needed 

the readers to understand.  

 

Product Strength  

Through previous study, the Voltset team found an 

interesting information. The innovators who were 

willing to support the project were all very capable 

themselves usually equipped with at least one or many 

multimeters or similar electronic equipment. The team 

picked out some of the common models drafted a 

comparison table. This was to show me-too customers 

what they are likely to have already and how it would 

be different with Voltset. 

 

Different Models 

Once the visitor understands what Voltset was and 

how was it different from a tool they can relay to 

easily. The different models of Voltset and different 

accessories were illustrated here. 

 

  

Figure 4-17 Page layout for key components 1 

Source: From this study. 
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More Product Details 

Detail about the application design was presented under this section. 

At the time, the movie Ironman was very famous and the team 

thought it was a good idea to give the UI a touch and feel similar to 

the movie Ironman and Tron for a technological future feel. 

 

Compatibility 

The Voltset team presumed the visitors to be technologically awarded 

and well informed. They would want to know if their device could be 

supported or not before buying in. 

 

Pledge Options 

The pledge options was created to quickly communicate with 

potential backers of what they would get for what kind of support. 

Options were organized in order of pledging amount. All rewards 

were turned into graphics for easy viewing. To set up pricing, the 

following factors were considered: 

● Through study popular multimeter models on 

Amazon, the team wanted to focus on a CAT III level 

multimeter for common household usage. The acceptable 

pricing ranges from 25USD to 300USD. Different accuracy, 

different quality has a big effect on the pricing. Some of the 

most sold meters had different tiers. Around 30USD, 

55~75USD, and above 150USD. 

● Voltset should have less components compare to a 

normal multimeter, therefor should cost less to build. This was 

a misleading assumption. 

There should be two types of buyers, one who just wants to have a portable Voltset multimeter 

with a lower price tag and higher number of buyers. Another one wants the premium version, 

higher price, lower quantity.  

Figure 4-18 Page layout for key 

components section 2. Source: From 

this study. 
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Backer Special 

This section was created especially for electronic enthusiasts. The picture 

shows a special designed badge that says Kickstarter Limited Edition on 

the PCB board. The PCB board was the heart of the device. The mark 

was put here to remind anyone who opened the device to honor 

themselves how special they were. The badge was put here to encourage 

backers to pledge through Kickstarter.  

Stretch Goals 

Stretch goals was to encourage backers to share the project within their 

personal channel. It is a great way to reach like-minds from your backer. 

This section was not posted until the project were getting close to 

50,000USD since the Voltset team had no idea how things would go. 

After the team had reached the initial goal, the team put in each stretch 

goals one by one. In other words, backers would only see the next one or 

two future stretch goals at a given moment. Some of the stretch goal idea 

came from communication with new backers to understand what they 

would be interested in. 

Delivery Timeline 

This section is required. However, 84% of the top projects from 

Kickstarter shipped late. (Pepitone, 2012) The common norm is that 

Kickstarter project proposed delivery timeline is only a suggestion. This 

section shows the understanding of the team to carry out this project from 

where they are to the end. But often, the actual project progress update is 

more important.  

 

Media Coverage 

This is to show endorsement of the project. It often starts with little or no media coverage and 

grow from there.  

Figure 4-19 Page layout for key 

components. Source: From this 

study. 
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Maker Network 

This section was dedicated for cross promotion between projects. Voltset stands for a R&D 

maker community, therefore bridging communities fits in the scope of 

the campaign. 

 

Project Story 

Backers on Kickstarter are more like ‘shareholders’ in a sense that they 

want to get to know how the project started and how it was shaped. Any 

internal documents could be highly interesting for backers to get 

insights about the project.  

 

The Team 

This section was set up to acknowledge the people who were actively 

contributing on the project. The Voltset team tried to emphasize the 

diversity of the team by putting flags and writing out the specialties of 

each person. A ‘complete skill set team will give more confidence for 

backers to support. 

 

4.4.6 How was the test carried out? 

Once the Voltset team hit launch, there was no turning back. The 

Voltset team had at least one person on the media channel 24/7 

monitoring any blog posts and to suggest bloggers to post articles about 

Voltset. Questions were pouring in daily from experts requesting for 

special functions or recommendations for special applications. 

Although the Voltset team had at least 4 person on the job night and 

day. The experience was very overwhelming.  

After two days, all of the placeholders in the introduction video were replaced. Besides 

answering questions, coming up with new strategy to boost awareness, Tom attended several 

hardware meet up in the Bay Area, California. Many of the questions were repeat questions 

Figure 4-20 Page layout for key 

components. Source: From this 

study. 
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which the Voltset team could not answer easily on the spot. After the first week, the team created 

a ‘List of questions’ to address all of the requests the Voltset team have gotten. Constantly 

spamming bloggers was not an easy task to do and the yield rate was not pleasant. For the most 

part, the team was focused on executing and innovating on the following three tasks through 

anyway the Voltset team could find: 

● Increase publicity awareness 

● Fine-tune the pitch through A/B testing. 

● Customer relations: answering countless questions; finding out answers, and 

brainstorming for new and exciting ways to stimulate the crowd. 

Prior to the Kickstarter launch, the Voltset team had accumulated a list of people who are 

interested in following the project. The Voltset team had created several media kit containing the 

project pitch line, images, URL with trackers and send out to these person asking them to also 

share the news. The team was very careful about not to inflate any orders trying to keep the data 

clear for future analysis. It is well known that many crowd funding campaign would get investors 

or bulk distributors to put in a big chunk of money at the first couple of days to make the 

campaign look live. The team wanted to ensure not to get any inflated number that might mislead 

the Voltset project in the future thus choice not to proceed this path. The following picture shows 

the Kickstarter campaign had a strong momentum at the start, all coming from individual buyers.  

Figure 4-21 Kickstarter pledges per day - Voltset. Showing a strong start with close to 8000USD within the first 24 hours. 

Source: Kicktraq.com and from this study.  

 

The first day the Voltset team successfully acquired 68 individual backers. Data shows the first 

day was the strongest interns of supporting power out of all the days. The numbers for 2nd to the 

4th day were still relatively high. Without enough evidence to know the actual cause, the Voltset 
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team suggest this is the delay in response from supporters from the initial e-mail and the media 

pack. Kickstarter suggested a 30day campaign to keep the momentum strong. Looking at the 

data, it does feel that the first 30 days had more buyers compare to the last 15 days excluding the 

last three days.  

Three day before the end of the campaign, Kickstarter would send an e-mail to visitors who was 

interested in the project to remind them before the campaign is over. This is a good reason why 

there was a peek at the last three days. Viewers saw the e-mail from Kickstarter, came back to 

check out the campaign, thought it was now or never so pledged at that time. 

 

Figure 4-22 Kickstarter backers per day - Voltset. Showing a strong start with close to 70 backers within the first 24 hours. 

Source: Kicktraq.com and from this study. 

 

Running a campaign was not all that glory of a job. It takes work to keep the number up. I 

remember during one of the days, around the 30th to 40th day of the campaign, the total pledged 

amount were close to zero in the morning. Towards noon time, the number turned negative. The 

reason was that some of the backers decided to withdraw due to personal reasons. The number 

turned positive towards the end of the day. Below is a chart of the number of dollars pledged vs. 

larger public exposure from day 0 to day 45. 
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 As the funnel analysis suggests, the first factor that determines how many people would go 

through the process that the designer designed is the number of people who initiated the process. 

In other words, it is the number of people who knows about the campaign. Getting publicity is 

obviously a key factor to attract more visitors.  

4.6 Summary 

In this chapter, the Voltset team went through four product iteration cases. They were significant 

since the second case was the longest attempt in time with least success. The third case was the 

first breakthrough which brought the project paying innovators. This means after one year, the 

project finally have completed the first build-measure-learn product iteration cycle to increase 

product readiness. The fourth case was a demonstration of a more intense product iteration 

platform which allow Voltset to reach more buyers globally.  

Voltset is a redesigned 

multimeter for makers 

(WIRED UK) 06-28 

Voltset - intelligent multimeter for 
your smartphone 

(www.engineering.com) 05-28 

Kansas City 

Maker Faire 06 

28 
15 Hot Kickstarter 

tech campaigns 

techworld.com.au 06-

06 

Voltset- smart 

multimeter 
labrigger.com  

06-06 

NYIT.se write up 
06-05 

Voltset@ 
hashout.tv 

06-02 

Voltset@ 
Gadgetify05

-17 

Most Epic 

stuff 

06 - 24 

A smart multimeter that 

could supercharge the maker 

movement (Fast Co.) 06-28 

kalamata 

06-19 

Open 

Electronics 06 

13 

Figure 4-23 Pledge amount vs. date vs. major public exposure. Source: From this study. ‧
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5 Research Discussion & Findings 

Starting something new suggests there is not much history to trace back as reference to project 

forward, and the journey might be filled with unknown. One of the most common unknown, after 

having a new idea, could be “: what to build exactly”? The author had not found an easy answer 

for that question which would guarantee a sustainable and profitable business. Under this study, 

by looking back at the experience, the Voltset team might come up with insights to answer the 

question: 

 

 “How to build up product readiness through validation testing?”  

With the following sub-questions: 

● What steps are there from the first flash of the idea to its first customer? 

● When building a product, who to listen, when to listen and how to listen? 

● What other insights were found from this experience? 

 

To remind the readers, product readiness in this study refers to how much does the startup know 

about what is the right thing to build as the business offering? It's more of a finding out what is 

the right it to build instead of finding out how to build it right. 

5.1 Evidence of iteration process could bring higher product readiness 

Overall evidence shows that the iteration process increased the product readiness for the Voltset 

experience. Through the second case (the Leap of faith testing with university students), there 

were no paying customer thus the second case was not a valid one for the product iteration 

process. However, many of the iteration attempts helped the third case to bring in actual paying 

customers. Case three (Innovators in Maker Faire New York) completed the product iteration 

process. It provided the Voltset team validation of the business ideas and insights. Through the 

number of orders, the Voltset team learned the buyer’s preference (97% mega-Voltset at 

$50USD vs. 3% mini-Voltset at $40USD) as well as who was our buyers. The fourth attempt on 

Kickstarter brought in much higher success interns of the money raised ($113,000USD). This 

was a success compare to another multimeter project also launched on Kickstarter at the same 
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time compare to Voltset campaign and received 1/4 of the funding and failed. (Systems, 2014) 

Future product was developed based on the insights gained from Kickstarter backers. Evidence 

of the increased readiness could also be seen from many of the comments posted to the Voltset 

project from third party showing the improved design has a higher product-market fit. (See 

appendix of positive third party customer feedback on improved design after a new MVP was 

constructed after gaining insights from the buyers.) A higher product readiness also brought the 

Voltset team more media attention. Voltset was featured on engineering.com (Spendlove, 2014), 

WIRED magazine (Geere, 2014), Fast Co. (Elias, 2014), and many more sources. The following 

section presents the before-and-after condition for the cases. 

Table 5-1 Table of different stakeholders and results in each case. Source: From this study. 

 Guessed stakeholders Result Actual stakeholders 

Case 1: The starting of the 

idea 

● Co-founders who had a need of a 

tiny multimeter and wanted to start a 

profitable business. 

Could not find similar product 

online. Project Voltset started. 

Co-founders. 

Case 2: Leap of faith, sense 

making with potential 

customer (Pitch: Voltset, 

the smallest multimeter) 

● College students who would need a 

meter, why not just buy Voltset? 

● Turn Voltset into an interactive 

teaching tool for schools. 

● Local (Copenhagen) maker/robotic 

community. 

Only found interest, but no 

consumer would show investment. 

Received government funding. 

None. 

Case 3: Meeting the 

innovators in World Maker 

Faire New York 2013 

(Pitch: Voltset, the smallest 

and smartest multimeter) 

● engineering based hackers 

● 21~35 year old male 

Groups of innovators came to 

suggest a better pitch: Voltset the 

world’s smartest multimeter. 

25~50 year old makers who see 

potential in product and is not short 

on cash. 

Case 4 Crowd funding on 

Kickstarter 

(Pitch: Voltset, the world’s 

smartest multimeter for 

smart devices) 

● Common household makers with 

engineering background. 

● Hardware makers. 

Successful crowd funding. Much 

larger, responsive innovator pool 

to refine product specification. 

● Majority (>90%) are pro-

sumers (professional 

consumer) who already has 

nice multimeter and uses it 

often. 

● Top two categories are 

electrically related and 

software related persons by 

percentage. 
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5.2 Case 1 – The starting of the idea, before and after 

Figure 5-1 Product readiness before and after. Source: From this study. 

 

Figure 5-2 Product readiness before and after for case 1. Source: From this study. 

Case 1 Product readiness before and after 

 Case starting condition Case ending condition 

Stakeholder 

background/ 

preference 

Unknown Rough idea of a smartphone 

multimeter. 

Product 

specification 

0 0 

Engineering 

readiness 

0 0 

Product readiness at case one is suggested by the author to be next to zero. All design concepts, 

knowledge about who would buy, how to build, or what to build was unknown. 

5.3 Case 2 – Leap of faith, before and after 

Figure 5-3 Product readiness before and after for case 2. Source: From this study. 

Case 2 Product readiness before and after 

 Case starting condition Case ending condition 

Stakeholder 

background/ 

preference 

Assumed to be engineering college 

students. 

No positive validation. 

Product 

specification 

Assumed size to be important No positive validation. 

Engineering 

readiness 

0. Has mock up model. 0 (same as started) 

Author suggests that the outcome for product readiness from case 2 was very low. The name 

‘multimeter’ suggests the meter would have multiple features. The team was not sure what 
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features to include in the multimeter or how to develop those features. Some features could use 

different technology for the same working result. (Like communicating through USB, BLE, Wi-

Fi or other). Each method has pros and cons and would directly impact on the cost and the size. 

Towards the end of case 2, the team had hired professional hardware design contractors to assist 

on hardware development which was the mega-Voltset presented in case 3. 

5.4 Case 3 – Meeting the innovators in Maker Faire, before and after 

Figure 5-4  Product readiness before and after for case 3. Source: From this study. 

Case 3 Product readiness before and after 

 Case starting condition Case ending condition 

Stakeholder 

background/ 

preference 

Assumed to be innovators in Maker 

Faire. Unsure of user preference. 

Verified customer’s preferred 

product direction is ‘smartest 

multimeter’. 30~45 year old 

guys who already has 

multiple multimeters. 

Product 

specification 

Mega-Voltset: larger in size, more feature 

at $50USD 

Mini-Voltset: thumb size, one feature at 

$40USD 

Confirmed Mega-Voltset is 

the way to go with majority 

of the purchase. (willing to 

sacrifice thumb-size 

portability to have more 

feature) 

Engineering 

readiness 

Working mini-Voltset with demo unit. 

(can be sold)  

Not working mega Voltset (hardware in 

development) 

Working simple Android application for 

basic voltage reading and limited 

interaction. 

 

Same, but will discontinue 

research into mini-Voltset 

due to low number of buyer. 

The team had a couple sets of mini-Voltset working at the Maker Faire to showcase how things 

work. However, developing mega-Voltset had always been difficult for the team on the 

engineering side. The product readiness had a positive grow with the validation process. 
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5.5 Case 4 – Crowd funding on Kickstarter, before and after 

Figure 5-5 Product readiness before and after for case 4. Source: From this study. 

Case 4 Product readiness before and after 

 Case starting condition Case ending condition 

Stakeholder 

background/ 

preference 

30~45 year old guys who works with 

electrical hardware frequently. 

~$90USD pricing for most used three 

features. 

Result shows pro-sumer. 

Very well educated and 

professional person familiar 

with multimeters. 

Prefer premium model with 

$130USD 

Works equally frequent in 

software and hardware 

environment. 

Strongly prefer a well-built 

product instead of a gadget 

like product. 

Product 

specification 

CAT III 600V multimeter. 50,000 count 

precision. 5% accuracy. Design concept 

is half gadget-like (for portability) and 

half in professional working condition. 

CAT III 600V multimeter 

with more safety features. 

Prefers strong software 

logging and charting feature. 

Prefer removable test leads.  

Engineering 

readiness 

Unstable but working hardware proof of 

concept. 

Software application is relatively stable 

and can perform demonstration for 

online, offline, logging, charting and 

other features. 

Due to comments from pro-

sumers, the team decided to 

upgrade the design to reflect 

on stakeholder’s need. 

Require a complete redesign 

of hardware and application 

software.  

With Kickstarter funding the 

team could work with 

professional who had 

experience building meters 

before. 

The author suggests that the product readiness was at relatively medium level when Kickstarter 

started. The team had the general idea what to construct. However detail was still hard to define. 

After the Kickstarter campaign, the Voltset team had much finer resolution about who would buy 

Voltset and could start designing the product detail according to their preference. This is 

considered as a double bladed sword. The team decide to reconstruct the meter design to improve 

the product usability and prefer-ability according to the information gathered. However some of 

the features were out of the team’s ability to deliver. Thus improving engineering readiness was 
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extremely difficult. But besides that, the product specification could be confirmed to have an 

even higher chance to impress new stakeholders once it is ready.  

5.6 Findings for the first question 

5.6.1 from 0 to completing the first cycle. 

When the startup idea was first founded, there were only two person, Michael and Tom. Since 

they both agreed to do a startup together, and the idea was generated by doing conversation 

between the two, it was much like imagine and mobilizing interests from the two key 

stakeholders to agree on pursuing the idea. This agrees with what Jolly suggests as the main 

stakeholders are peers, colleagues, research partners and such. The next step, according to Jolly, 

was to mobilizing interest and endorsement. 

 

Soon after project Voltset started, the team was so focused on building the first MVP, to create 

sells, thus to validate on the business idea. Under pressure, that was the only thing the team could 

think which was the right thing to do. Within a year or work, the Voltset team have engaged 

numerous (the Voltset team guessed would be) high potential buyers. The Voltset team were 

pitching the idea to anyone the Voltset team could find. Local makers, engineering students, 

local engineers who the Voltset team could find, engineering college professors, physics teachers 

and more. There were lots of conversation between the team to these person especially for those 

who see value in the project and are very interested to tell the team more what the Voltset team 

should do. Thus to construct the product they would buy, the Voltset team engaged countless 

face-to-face interview or workshops to develop concepts.  

 

To get the project going, the Voltset team had a working prototype for the initial Voltset concept 

(the smallest and smartest multimeter) with the size of a thumb but very limited functions. The 

Voltset team also engaged several contract engineering firm to develop a different version, which 

would be larger but also has more functions to use. The Voltset team called the smaller one mini-

Voltset and the regular one mega-Voltset. That was the result of listening to feedback and 

building according to what seems to be the best way to go about it. The team was gearing 
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towards building two models, thus two markets. One is the common maker/engineer group with 

smaller, less-function and cheaper mini-Voltset and a larger market. The mega-Voltset would be 

the industrial grade of Voltset thus be more pricy, and has less orders.  

 

At the time, when the Voltset team attended of the first Maker Faire in 2013. Only the mini-

Voltset was working. Mega-Voltset was under development. Engineering wise, the Voltset team 

have had been in the same mode for a couple of months. However, zero sells were created for 

almost a year until one thing changed everything. 

 

Right after the Voltset team were featured on Make Magazine 

online site. The Voltset team received the first order, and many 

more in just those three days while attending the faire. In this 

case 1 scenario, minding the Lean Startup build-measure-learn 

cycle, trying to ask as many people as possible and building 

quick models did not cause much validation of the concept 

compare getting endorsement from the Make Magazine. Author 

suggests that this was one of the missing link the team was not 

acknowledged of at the beginning stage. This experience 

matches with Jolly’s framework. It was possible that getting 

endorsement was the only missing key to move forward, or 

perhaps all that interview and models the Voltset team 

constructed were paving the ways so the Voltset team could pitch to opinion leaders (the editor 

from Make Magazine) in a way that was just good enough for him to catch the idea and to like it 

enough wanting to support it publically. With this change, the project was able to move to next 

stage, the incubating stage. 

 

5.6.2 Reflecting with the 9 sub-processes from Jolly 

Once the Voltset team have orders, the project moved into the incubating stage which is to find 

out what sells. To acquire paying supporters, the Voltset team had working prototype of mini-

Figure 5-6 The Voltset experience 

suggests that opinion leader’s 

endorsement is gatekeeping what 

innovators would support or not for the 

first MVP cycle. Source: From this 

study. 
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Voltset. A work-in-progress mega-Voltset pit into a transparent box for people to see. Along 

with the internet traffic, the team were able to generate close to thirty orders. These orders were 

very special in a way how the Voltset team designed the sell: 

 

● All orders had to go through the online store to make sure everyone see the following, 

● Under the purchase page, it is clearly highlighted in bold, red text stating that signing up 

as a beta tester (meaning ordering and paying for a beta unit), one will be getting a 

Voltset beta unit that is not likely to work. The project is under beta stage and the shipped 

product can almost certain to require tweaking by individuals before it can work well. 

● The price difference between the two models was set to be relatively small. One is 

40USD while the other one is 50USD. This was designed to test out the buyer’s feedback 

for size and functions.  

At the time, the team had not purchased a multimeter that was more than 30 USD. Thus thinking 

if the Voltset team could find people willing to pay $40 or $50 was a very clear validation for 

business potential.  

 

The bold-red-text and the pricing was set up with the diffusion of innovation in mind. Since the 

Voltset team know only innovators would be interested in such a product, the Voltset team 

clearly stated it is a beta, not likely to work, but the buyer would be getting the very first smart 

multimeter that was ever designed. The results of the testing spoke loud and clear to the Voltset 

team for innovator’s preference. 

 

To sum up our finding for the first question. To reflect the Voltset experience with Jolly’s model. 

The startup needs to pass the product/technology market vision, mobilizing interests and 

endorsement, mobilizing resources for demonstration, and demonstrating contextually in 

products to pass the idea to first sell process. More details on each sub-processes are listed 

below: 

● Process Imagining: the two co-founders had to agree on pursuing the project 

together. They both see the good in making this project happen and the possible financial 

outcome it might bring later. The founders must stay working on the project however. 
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● Process mobilizing interest and endorsement: Only getting interests could 

cause misleading information for product readiness. Thus Lean Startup emphasize on the 

getting information only from paying customer. This was clearly realized by the team 

after the experience. Endorsement from recognizable source to your specific target 

audience is critical. Without the opinion leader’s endorsement, the chance to complete the 

first MVP iteration is difficult. 

● Process mobilizing resources for demonstration: This was not as hard compare 

to acquire paying customers. Founders could spend their own savings, ask from friends or 

family to support. Joining competition with financial reward is a possible way as well. 

However, friends, family or even business competition judges are not a good source for 

getting product iteration advice unless they are actual users of the product.  

● Process demonstrating contextually: Author suggest that this was a critical part 

that should not be shortcut in anyway. Demonstration takes practice. A/B test for value 

proposition. Give out just enough information to let the listener to imagine and ask for 

their thoughts are sometimes the best way to listen for keywords. Demonstrating is such a 

dynamic exercise with multiple uncontrollable variables. However the demonstration 

process needs to be at certain level before a startup could acquire paying customers which 

will lead to the incubating process to define commercializability of the product. 

 

Figure 5-7 Picture showing mini-Voltset (to the left), and mega-Voltset (to the right) which was available for beta, pre-order. 

Source: from this study.  
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5.7 Findings for the second question 

5.7.1 The voice of the (possible) customer 

The result from Maker Faire with paying 

customer showed the Voltset team clear 

customer preference. The data also stir up a 

lot of attention internally for evaluating if the 

way the Voltset team were doing research 

was right. The reason, was that through our 

focused group, and interviews, the 

information the Voltset team received before 

the first sells lead the Voltset team to believe 

that the Voltset team have to construct a 

small, cheap gadget like multimeter to 

dominate the market and use the mega-

Voltset as the flagship to demonstrate the 

full capacity for branding purpose. No matter 

where the Voltset team went previously, 

pretty much people who were interested to see more requested the Voltset team to keep the price 

as low as possible. These were the guys who were willing to spend time with us, to fill in surveys 

and to go into brainstorming sessions together (they saw high potential of the possible product 

but were not willing to pay).  

This interesting and somewhat contradicting results was the fact that, almost all buyers would 

like to buy a module which has more functions and does not mind the increase of size (from a 

thumb size meter to a credit card size meter). This gave the Voltset team a hypothesis that if 

someone who knows and uses a multimeter, he or she will be interested in Voltset. And if he 

would like to buy a smaller, less function but cheaper Voltset, the Voltset team should consider 

the information given by this person, is not what a true buyer would want.  

 

After the event, the Voltset team never stopped pitching to new person. It was pretty clear that: 

Found someone who would listen to our pitch of Voltset 

The person is interested in the idea and wants to know more and... 

Wants to see a compact, 

cheaper multimeter meter 

Wants to see a more reliable, 

filled with feature meter 

Willing to talk, share thoughts 
with us. Says will want to see 

a product like what he 

describes and then will pay. 

Willing to talk, share thoughts 
with us. And likely to become 

a paying customer at the 

moment. 

Did receive orders with 

Voltset 

No orders with working mini-

Voltset 

Figure 5-8 Finding of how potential buyers would act after 1.5 

years of constantly pitching and selling Voltset (from late 2012 

till April 2014). Source: from this study. 
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● Innovators are definitely hard to find. 

● almost everyone who has an idea of what a multimeter was, would be interested 

in listening more about Voltset 

● Some people are very willing to tell you what the product should be like. But if 

they thinks keeping the price low is a key factor (keeping it below $40USD, preferably in 

$20 dollar range), it is a sign of a non-buyer.  

● On the other hand, the buyer acts in a way to pack more value into the unit. (i.e.: 

making it safer, more accurate, more functions, easier to hold and such) 

● (finding after Kickstarter) The difference between a non-buyer and a buyer is that, 

the buyer sees value in Voltset and some thinks it's a very good deal. These guys usually 

are equipped with middle to high end multimeters already at a price range of 

$130~$250USD. Some multimeter heavy users (also our buyers) expressed the feature 

from Voltset is comparable to $400~$700USD multimeter class with a fraction of the 

price. 

 

Carrying out conversation with actual buyers brought the Voltset team valuable insights. Some 

of them told the team that the current price was too cheap and not possible to make a good meter 

that was precise and safe. Some told the Voltset team that the software features the Voltset team 

have available in Voltset was the huge plus that provides most of the value of the product.  

 

The team researched and studies into the background of the actual buyers. Thinking by doing so, 

the Voltset team could be more focused on targeting the product specification to their need and 

to find their like-minds to possibly get more insight to increase the product readiness. 
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5.8 Third question: insights found through the Voltset startup 

experience 

The following are insights the Voltset team thought might have some value to other startups or 

research person to look deeper into. The author suggests that all of these were found through the 

experience of running Voltset thus should be treated as information and suggestions only. 

 

5.8.1 for the first build-measure-learn validation 

Get opinion leader’s endorsement first: Start building the MVP as soon as possible. Try to 

complete the first loop of build-measure-learn cycle by convincing opinion leader’s endorsement 

first. Balance your time between talking to possible end users and engaging with opinion leaders. 

 

Voice of potential customers: Going out of the building room to listen or to field test your idea 

is a must do. Should be treated as a regular activity to improve product readiness. The Lean 

Startup tells the Voltset team to build upon paying customer’s feedback. It was explained in 

previous section why this is a critical factor. In other words, do not fall for the “if you build this, 

I will consider to buy” promise. Often the result of this is more features to construct according to 

another startup experience. The only valid source of information are the one who cared enough 

about what you are doing to pay money upfront. In the Voltset experience, most of the buyers 

think relatively alike and can help startup to focus on deciding what features to deliver. 

Information gathered from non-paying customers can be used to brainstorm or to check with 

actual buyers.  

Friends and family are not valid source for product specification unless they fit into the innovator 

group for the product.  
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5.8.2 Always ask why: (Who), why, how what. (Value proposition check) 

Internally the team found out, to increase efficiency and aligning goals, it helps to write down 

and to answer the following questions before 

starting a larger activity such as trade show 

planning, website planning and such. 

● Why are we doing this? 

● How are we going to do it? 

● What is the goal to achieve in the end? 

This not only helps the planner to think 

through the process but also serves as a 

communication tool for others to provide 

feedback on. 

 

Externally when the Voltset team are designing something. The Voltset team use a modified 

Simon Sinek’s golden circle of why, how, and what. (Sinek, 2014) Simon suggests that people 

don’t buy what you do (the product) but they buy why you do it. To make it more practical in our 

case, the team had to modify it with a targeted TA. Thus the framework changed to who, why, 

how and what. 

 

It is important for the creator to pinpoint down who might share similar beliefs with the creator. 

If the Voltset team test the product value proposition by talking to anyone the team could 

possibly find, the listener’s background would be random as well. This could result in finding a 

listener with an ‘I do not care’ attitude. Since value is created only when you’re offering is being 

used, it is crucial to find out who would be using your product. This is often understood as 

finding the target TA. Finding the target TA should happen before delivering the ‘why should 

you care’ speech. Once the creator has enough data points to map out who shares the same dream 

or the same vision, the creator should further investigate into why those person cares and how 

the dream product could be achieved. This step is strongly tied with when your product if useful 

and how much value would it create for users. The last step would be what individual features is 

Figure 5-9 Simon Sinek’s why, how, and what framework. Source: why-

how-what.com 
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necessary to create the most valuable and most used user scenario. Keep in mind the total value 

created is high great of a value is created and how often those events happen.  

 

 

Figure 5-10 suggested formula to think possible value creation and value capture. Source: this study. 

 

These data points extracted from innovators about how the product should be should be put into 

the core of product design and iteration process. 

 

To summarize. The point is to understand who you are building for (finding your TA), why is it 

interesting to them in the big picture, how should your product tackle down the problem, and 

then what exactly is implemented to support your ‘best offering’ idea. In this way, the product is 

designed based on “why should it exist” the first place instead of starting with “let’s see what can 

happen by putting A and B together”. However, since the starting point is always a foggy 

frontend, the key will be to understand who you are designing for, and why would they be 

interested in the product. With those two questions answered, the product can secure its primary 

purpose and then move onto how to do it and what are the things that the Voltset team need to 

get the job done. 

 

5.8.3 Insights about pricing a product 

Pricing is always an interesting topic that does not have an easy answer. The insight is, when you 

are pitching for an idea with or without a demonstration, the amount of value of your product is 

defined in the listener's perception. The only way to get that out is through A/B testing. Market 

research of common products will provide information. When your new innovation provides a 

completely new way to serving the customer, it is hard to imagine how much value is the product 

thus how to set the price. The insight came from A/B testing. The first time when the Voltset 

 

Value creation   = value created per event  X  frequency of event 
“How good is your product” 

Value capturing =  value creation  -  total cost 
“How much you can charge” 
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team offered $40 version and $50 version, most of the buyers selected the $50 version. On 

Kickstarter, the Voltset team offered 200 units of early bird pricing at $80USD for regular 

version and $140 for advanced version. The market research projected that $80 will be the sweet 

spot for quantity and pricing. In the end of the campaign, 80% of the funding came from 

advanced units, and there were still $80 early bird units left. This shows that buyers strongly 

prefer the more costly, advanced units in the Kickstarter case. To summarize the experience, A/B 

test the price or any critical factor of the product, and listen to the buyers from reading their 

action. 

 

5.8.4 When to go on crowd funding campaign 

Making a product does not mean the product will get sold. If the Voltset team were to put the 

initial Voltset up on Kickstarter with the thumb size, very limited function, the Voltset team 

could have never gone this far. Crowd funding is a very time and energy consuming platform. If 

the startup follows the MVP methodology, their first test should not be this resource demanding 

campaign. Before going on crowd funding, the startup should ask themselves the following 

questions: 

● Who will be absolutely interested in what the Voltset team are working on and up to 

buying a unit? 

● What are the top three things those people care about in buying my service? (or from 

their previous experience of buying/using similar service) 

● Through which channel can they be reached? 

● When I see one of my TA, could I catch his attention in 5 seconds and pitch good enough 

for him to take action in the next 25 seconds? (this has to do with knowing what exact 

phrase and combination to use during the pitch) 

When the startup team is fairly confident about answering these questions, the startup is ready 

for starting a crowd campaign. 
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5.8.5 Crowd campaign related insights 

● Use crowd campaign as an iteration by engaging your early backers. Track back to their 

interests, behaviors, the reason for paying, and use these information to iterate your 

campaign. 

● Honesty and transparent is a must. Internet is the link between all kinds of people. 

We’ve had professionals taking screenshot of Voltset internal component layout from the 

promotional video and analyze how well the design was. There are not much ways to 

avoid people studying the product especially if the product is interesting. Keep the 

communication channel as open as possible. In our case, the Voltset team had a website 

that has a chat-bot which links to my personal smartphone. When anyone who entered 

anything into the webpage, it goes to my phone directly. It is best to deal with issues in 

the shortest time possible. 

● Update and communication: Backers are more like stakeholders, not the usual 

consumers. They should be kept to date on the status of the project, to share insights and 

feedback with. From our experience, updates should be at least once a month.  

● Product iteration with feedback: Utilizing their interest and funnel that energy to help 

product iteration is the best way to go. For instance, the following picture was extracted 

from a survey asking the backers what kind of shape and look do they prefer the most. 

The result was a combination of individual preferred features on all three models. The 

Voltset product was more market ready with this iteration.   
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Voltset Enclosure Concept Feedback 

We have resource to make one enclosure and to get it right the first time. We can combine 

features. Here are the concepts, please tell us which one you’d prefer and why.* Required 

Figure 5-11 Three model concepts for Kickstarter backers to tell the Voltset team what to make. The result was each concept has pros 

and cons. Final design is a combination of the wand-features. Source: from this study. 
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Figure 5-12 Improved design after a product iteration process. Paying customers left messages saying this is a much better 

design compare to the previous three. Source: From this study. 

● Crowd funding Page Layout: A good page layout has a very clear value proposition that 

will catch attention. The exact value proposition will vary from product to product and 

can be iterated through A/B testing. Animation at the beginning of the page will force 

readers to see what the product have to say. The rule of thumb is to make things 

extremely easy to understand (i.e.: turn text into graphics). Design the information flow 

so readers can capture what they want to find in the shortest period of time. Leave detail 

description at the bottom half of the page. 

● Promotional Video for crowd funding: The wow moment should happen in the first 5 

seconds. If it is unclear, or not rewarding, it is likely the viewer will walk away. Ideally a 

video should be kept to about 1:30 min to keep it not so time consuming. However, there 

are also plenty of good videos which are around 4 minute or 5 minutes in length. Only 

give viewers 1 core concept to take away, no more than three additional concepts or it 

might be very confusing for viewers. High-cost, well-made videos does not guarantee 

more success compared to a low-cost, sincere product introduction video.  

● Crowd campaign iteration: Most of the features on the crowd campaign can be updated 

throughout the campaign. Some exceptional cases are options of rewards. Startups should 

use the initial backers to get more insight (such as what do they prefer, what do they buy, 

where do they gather) and to fine-tune their campaign as much as possible. 

● Promoting and marketing: Many other teams came to the Voltset team asking for 

advice or request the Voltset team to refer them good PR. The fact was the Voltset team 

did not get any PR agency to do the job for us. This was an easy decision since besides 

the co-founders, there should not be anyone who would understand the product, its 
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customer, its potential and to answer questions as fast as the core team. However, if the 

PR person happened to be an opinion leader in the field of your product, than he or she 

would be a good fit. 

5.8.6 about how to iterate to the perfect pitch  

Experience suggested that to create an effective pitch, one needs to know what factors will create 

the wow feeling from listeners. The majority of buyers usually do not come from the same 

background as you. Thus one need to listen to how an excited buyer would introduce the product 

to another person he or she thought might be also interested. This test could give the testers a 

couple of information: 

a) What information was received and understood by the listener 

b) What information was the key selling point of your offering for the buyer, and for 

the next look-a-like buyer? 

c) Who your buyers think will be also interested in your offering. 

After the possible key selling points were located, one is suggested to ensure the communication 

effectiveness by using similar or the exact wording as your target group. Experience shows that 

usually this part involves listening carefully of what precise phrase or words your buyers talk 

about the product. It is possible to impress the listen that they would tell their friends about your 

product. The suggested key is to find out what can cause the wow and the point of sell.  

 

5.8.7 Diffusion of innovation: as a statistic checkup. 

Diffusion of innovation suggest that that for a good innovation, there will be people willing to 

pay for your offering. On the other hand, startup never found any paying customers. There are 

some suggested points through the experience: 

1) If your offering is something people who thinks has value, you will get paid no 

matter how bad your product is. 

2) The number game suggests that innovators are 2.5% of the total population. 

According to statistics, a valuable offering needs to be pitched to at least 50 person in the 

right interest group before an innovator takes an act of purchasing. 
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3) On the other hand, after playing the number game, it shows great concern if the 

product still could not find paying customers. 

 

Experience suggests that assuming your product is actually a better solution, you still need to 

reach the innovators to proof that your service has any value. It is suggest that the earlier you can 

locate the innovators for your specific product, the earlier you can verify your value proposition. 

How much value are you providing, how much they are willing to pay, and for what exactly. 

This creates a positive loop of measure- learn and cash to continue running the startup. 

5.9 Summary 

In chapter six, the Voltset team attempt to answer the two thesis questions with real practice 

while reflecting with business literature frameworks. After that insights which might be valuable 

for other startups were discussed in finer detail.  
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6 Conclusion 

In this study, with the three year startup journey of Voltset, the author of this paper started to 

wonder how our experience would reflect to literature framework for the product iteration 

processes. The author suggests that, it is crucial to increase the product readiness, meaning 

validating the product’s core design factors, to increase the chance the product would be 

accepted by the market once it had made its way to the mass. The author selected two literatures, 

the nine sub-processes from the Innovation of New Technology from Jolly and the Lean Startup 

as the framework to sense-making of the experience. The focus would be increasing the product 

readiness through validation testing.  

 

With the focus in mind, the author came up with the following thesis question: 

“How to build up product readiness through validation testing?” 

With highlights on the following sub-questions to answer for this study: 

● What steps are there from the first flash of the idea to its first customer? 

● When building a product, who to listen, when to listen and how to listen? 

● What insights were found from this experience? 

Many evidence suggests that Voltset design had an increase of product readiness by gaining 

market, user and product insight through the product iteration process. Each iteration process 

received high number of paying customers with more funding raised. Third party customers left 

messages about liking the improved design better after some focused iteration processes was 

completed.  

6.1 Answer to the first question 

To answer the first question, the author of the paper coupled the experience against the nine sub-

stages. Back in the beginning of the project in 2013, the team was using Lean Startup’s build-

measure-learn framework as the primary operational guide. According to Lean Startup, a 

business concept needs to be constructed into minimum viable product (MVP) to acquire its 
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customers to come. Startup should use the MVP to measure the outcome and use the learning to 

construct the next MVP. The build-measure-learn cycle completes one product iteration process. 

 

The Voltset team, constructed many MVP. Acquired list of names who would be willing to buy 

when the product is ready and conducted numerous of face to face meetings, or surveys but was 

not able to acquire single paying customer. The team did acquire government funding or gain 

recognition in business plan competition. The result, interns of increasing product readiness, was 

minimal. 

 

The first success came in a year later, when Tom Wang went to Maker Faire New York 2013. 

After pitching to an editor from the Make Magazine, the Voltset project was endorsed by the 

Make Magazine by being featured on the front page. The endorsement was suggested to be the 

one critical missing factor to push the project to the next stage. 

 

Reflecting the Voltset case with nine sub-steps from Jolly and the Lean Startup from Eric Ries 

suggests the following stages from the first flash of an idea to its first customer. The Voltset 

experience suggests the build-measure-learn cycle would be difficult to work without the second 

substage of mobilizing interest and endorsement from Jolly. 

 

Figure 6-1 Cases suggests endorsement from opinion leader is required for the first product iteration process. Source: From this 

study. 
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The suggested finding is presented in the figure. The steps are: starting with a product and 

market vision, coming up with concepts and definition for the product; construct MVP, 

mobilizing endorsements from opinion leaders; create sells which validates the product; gain 

insights, redefine the product. 

 

After the first iteration process was completed, it was a lot easier for the team to acquire paying 

customers. The Voltset team had success in almost all of the paying beta sign-up events. This 

was a critical step to engage in conversation with the right person which improved the 

understanding of the product value thus increase the product readiness factor.  

 

6.2 Answer to the second question 

The question of “When building a product, who to listen, when to listen and how to listen?” is a 

key question for the product validation process to increase product readiness. Our experience 

from Voltset suggests that startups should focus on paying customers along. Non-paying 

customers, although if they were highly interested, had a very high chance to providing 

misleading information which would not be appreciated by the paying customers. Our research 

suggests that paying customer and non-paying customer comes from different feature-need 

background, cares about different product factors and could easily mislead the product direction. 

This could be seen through the mini-Voltset and mega-Voltset from case 2 in this paper.  

 

From the case the author had examined, both in Maker Faire New York 2013 and Kickstarter 

statistics. It was very clear that innovators were very happy to share their thoughts with the 

Voltset team by taking time expressing their user cases and needs. Some innovators even came to 

fine-tune product pitch line. Due to this reason, to increase product readiness, startup should 

make it easier for rapid, two way communication between paying innovators and the startup. In 

person conversation is better for exchanging thoughts. Open question survey could be a good 

way to do qualitative and quantitative study and often allows room to do a follow up if 

necessary. Showing illustrations or concept models often helps to get the idea across effectively. 
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In short, the study from this paper suggests startup should only follow paying customer’s advice. 

Listen to them after they have paid for your service or product. Construct a two way 

communication that makes it easy for the startup to get as much information as possible (i.e.: 

face to face interview instead of counting conversion rates) and make it easy, or encourage 

paying innovators to provide feedback. For anyone else, the study suggests to use the 

information for brainstorming. 

6.3 Answer to the third question. Insights found from this experience. 

The three year journey suggest the following insights which the Voltset team found might be 

helpful for other hardware/software based entrepreneurs to propel their business forward. Each 

of them could be expended with much detail for future study: 

● When designing for value creation, start with who is this for, why is this important, how 

is it going to create value, and then what are the steps required to do so. 

● Design experience for maximized value in the minimalist cost of our customer. (i.e.: clear 

value presentation decrease buyer’s time cost to listen) 

● Always start with qualitative testing during early phase with an open mind. 

● Use funnel analysis to streamline the process from A to B. 

● Honesty, and being always available is the key to market communication, especially 

when building an online based community. 

● You decide your price, which sets your customer, thus sets your product. It is not the 

cheaper the better. 

● Find partners who has their goals aligned with yours. External contractor often has their 

own agenda. 

● If you hold the key to speed testing. This will greatly decrease the communication and 

testing cost.  

● Use tools such as pictures, diagrams, models, to assist with your communication will 

along expectations much easier. 

● Make as many things track-able as possible. And analyze the result as soon as possible. 
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● No need to get excited when someone is interested in buying your product. Serve people 

who have paid you. 

 

6.4 Suggestions after this case study for similar startups 

The author of the paper urge any hardware and software integration startup to engage in 

communication to share the experiences and the mechanics and the know-hows. The executing 

part has too many unknown factors and some could be fatal or turn your startup into stalemate 

mode. The author of the paper suggest startups to find mentors or other startups with similar 

experience to share insights to increase the chance of survival. A study like this could only 

provide pinhole vision which has limited value for actual practice. 

6.5 Limitations and future suggestions of this research 

This study is based on a single startup case. Thus data cannot represent how other startups could 

behave. All of the suggestions were derived from multiple product iteration testing but since it is 

testing for only one product it might not be applicable for other type of products or services.  

 

To make the research finding more robust, the author of this paper suggests future study to look 

at other similar startups which offers hardware software integration, in the technology sector and 

intend to provide a service based product to compare if the findings are still valid under other 

cases. 

 

The three year experience brought the Voltset team as well as the author rich data for future 

study. If anyone is interested, the data could be opened for further research purpose.  
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8 Appendix 

8.1 Voltset Featured on Make front page. 

 

Figure 8-1 Voltset Featured on Make frontpage. 
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8.2 Media Coverage from Make 

 

Figure 8-2 Media coverage from Make 
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8.3 Online Survey - Questionnaire (Full) 

Links with trackers were created for this survey to help understand potential customers. 

Looking back to this material, the survey had quite a lot of room for improvement. For instance, 

we could gain little information about how to use the data extracted from the scoring 1~5 

questions. A score of 4 on design vs a score of 3 on price does not provide any clear instruction 

about how to move the business forward. 
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Figure 8-3 Online survey for Maker Faire 2013 
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8.4 Online Survey - Answers (shown partially) 
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8.5 Initial Voltset Concept 
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8.6 Maker Faire 2013 Material 

Maker Faire NY was in 2013 Sep 21~22. All screenshots below are original and 
remained untouched after the event. This might be the most honest way to provide a 
glimpse of the planning process to help startups to recreate the scenario in their mind. 
Therefor the material is pretty sloppy. 

Maker Faire 2013 Master Attack Plan Document (shown partially) 

Only a portion of the document is shown here.  
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8.7 Maker Faire event pictures 
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8.8 Maker Demographics 
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8.9 Kickstarter backer study example 
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8.10 Kickstarter Video Script 

Voltset Script 
Video: 
 

Present our goal that will resonance and stick into people’s head. 
1. Create the world’s smartest DMM (streamline experience, educational information push) 
2. Building an open source global community. 
3. (Present a more portable, durable, and intelligent solution to traditional voltmeters) 
 

Scene Voice/ Narration Visuals Goal 

Intro 
0:11 sec. 
0:25 

 

Hi Kickstarter, my name is Tom,  
 

And this is Voltset. 
 

Being a maker for nearly 30 years, 
We believe smarter tools can 
empower people and make all the 
difference. 
 

We believe in empowering people 
with the right tools. 
 

Stylized shots to 
reveal product (→ 
already plugged into 
phone→ measure → 
show result on 
phone.) 
 

Tom on camera 
 

Make it idiot proof to 
understand it’s a 
multimeter, and it’s 
a module, and it 
works on 
smartphone. 
 

Gain credibility.  

Intro VS 
0:17 sec. 
 

Voltset is the first intelligent 
multimeter made for your  
Smartphone. Plug it in and the app 
loads up automatically. It is super 
easy to use and runs lots of cool and 
useful apps. 
 

It is exceptionally accurate and 
customizable for your wide range of 
project needs. 
 

Safety for you and your phone is well 
designed into Voltset.  
 

No bulky and dialing knobs anymore 

, more product shots, 
less stylized, more 
focused  
On clearly showing 
the product and 
details. 
 

quick user case, 
where we see it in 
action, to see  
what it does 
(*alternatively we use 
some shots  

(Maker working on 
table) start with their 
stuff of work with old 
multimeter. Linear 
motion and move 
shot to Voltset. 
Show it being used. 
 

Showing VS 
plugging into wall 
socket. Showing its 
safe! 
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from our user cases 
for later on just to 
show  
quickly it is diversely 
used) 
 

old voltmeter next to 
Voltset 
 

Selling  
VS 
 

Beginners 
0:20 sec. 
 

What makes Voltset so different? 
It intelligently provides information 
based on your  
Reading. For instance, if you 
measure a car battery, Voltset will tell 
you the normal measurement range 
for a good battery. Or if you measure 
a wall socket, it shows you a diagram 
of the wire configuration. 
Instead of just a reading, Voltset 
senses what you are  
Doing and works with you to master 
your task. 

More detailed shots 
of quick user case: 
Car battery, Close-
ups of screen, etc. 
 

Wall socket: CU of 
measuring, and 
Voltset’s  
screen with info 
 

CU of Voltset in 
hand, user 
confidently starts  
now his car, or plugs 
in the light in the 
socket  
And it works. 
 

 

Selling 
VS 
 

 

 

Adv.  
Users 
0:24 sec. 
 

Voltset is able to provide you with 
advanced features and solve 
complex calculations for you  
For instance, Voltset has built-in 
equations that can give you direct 
results, eliminating the need for you 
to jot down numbers and plug them 
into a calculator. Voltset speeds up 
and simplifies the process for even 
the advanced users.  
 

User in lab: CU of 
screen measuring, 
displaying  
Ohm’s law 
* one uses old 
multimeter, writes 
down numbers,  
etc., other user uses 
VS and completes 
task  
with a breeze 
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In excel, live data is filled into the 
spreadsheet automatically (A1, A2, A3 
and so on…). If you have a preset 
function, results can be populated into 
the next columns instantaneously B1, 
B2, B3… LIVE right in front of you in your 
smart device. You are free to 
share/upload easily. It’s a smartphone 
after all. 
 

possible specific user case: 
Measuring temperature with standard 
temperature-voltage thermocouples 
can be optimized even at the 
nonlinear range with equations you 
setup for the specific need. 
 

Charts and logs starts automatically 
and can be shared easily with the 
press of a button. 
 

-------------- 
For example, Voltset automatically 
can fill in live data into excel 
spreadsheets. Using preset 
functions, results can be populated 
into the next columns 
instantaneously LIVE right in front 
of you in your smart device. Voltset 
does the calculation for you. No more 
writing down numbers and plugging 
them into a calculator.  
 

You can than easily share and 
upload your charts with the press of a 
button.  

VS user glances over 
while other user still  
Struggles with his 
math, numbers, etc. 
CU of screen with 
charts, logs, and the 
sharing  
process 
 

Intro UC: 
0:04 sec. 
 

Voltset is versatile. It can be 
customized to your specific  
project and needs 
 

  

Demo 1: 
Maker 
 

Key Points: 
Compact, handy tool, Geek chic, 
using in the least  

- user at home, 
garage,  
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Unexpected but common case. IE: 
fixing ___ while no  
One has any tool and saves the day. 

- CU of Voltset in 
glove compartment, 
drawer,  
Back pocket, etc... 
- building a robot, 
fixing computer 
- TESTIMONIAL: 
maker? 
 

Demo 2: 
Pro 
 

Key Points: 
accurate, reliable, robust, rugged, 
speeds up process,  
handy 
Reliability, safety, durable 

- user in lab, 
professional setting 
- CU of measuring, 
falls down - no 
problem,  
keeps it in front 
pocket of shirt 
- TESTIMONIAL: lab 
worker? 
 

 

Demo 3: 
Eddo 
 

Key Points: 
Hands on learning. 
provides helpful information, the 
more you use the more  
You learn.  
More fun comparing learning from 
books. 
-Keywords: “Safe, easy to use, 
learning capability, 
 

- users in classroom 
- CU of screen with 
how to, help, guide, 
etc. 
- interactive learning 
- TESTIMONIAL: 
student? 
- eking user keep 
coming to us about 
measuring 0.6ohm in 
accurate manner.  
 

 

Outro 
0:14 sec. 
 

Voltset is made by makers for 
makers. We are  
Building an open source and 
collaborative ecosystem of makers 
and people interested in electronics. 
 

In the near future, you will be able to 
upload and  
download step by step tutorials to 
share with makers  
From all over the world. 

People with Voltset 
in hand. 
Shots of screen to 
show the system 
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Call to  
Action: 
 

 

0:18 sec. 
 

We hope you are as excited as we 
are to put Voltset into your hands. 
We are refining Voltset day by day. 
And now is the time to make it 
happen. We hope you can become 
part of Voltset’s kick start into the 
world. 
 

You can make a difference by 
sharing this project with friends. 
Every dollar counts. 
Thank you for your time, and 
consideration. 
 

END 
 

Montage of CU 
Voltset in different 
hands with  
Different 
backgrounds. We cut 
from one to the  
Other (match cuts). 
 

Tom on camera 
 

 

Voltset logo and 
product shot 
 

 

    

 

TOTAL TIME: 01:48 mines. Without user cases 
Let’s say we go for 10 sacks for each user case (3), total time will be 2:18 mines. 
That’s ok for now, since the script has a nice flow. 
If this is planned properly, we can shoot this is one full day. However, considering the user 
cases we might need to film on  
One or two additional afternoons to capture those scenes/ testimonials. But the overall chunk of 
the script is easily shot in  
One day. 
 

Function/ Show-off Check list: 
Plug in and play, two-step process to measure.  
Voltage Measurement 
Resistance measurement 
Conductivity Beeping (can be edited into the video. Make sure it sounds smart) 
Smart Box 
Equation Box + History tab showing Ohm’s Law 
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Charting and sharing on the go 
Printing a model with 3D printer (with cool lights) 
Testimonial - Give footage to David 
Video from 2013 Maker’s Faire NY 
Kickstarter Exclusive Beta Tester PCB Board 
Run a car over Voltset 
 

Quotes of supporters:  
1. 

We think this is a great project. Maybe you should try Kickstarter to jump 
the number of paying of supporters. 
 

Keep going. 

Manuel and Evelyn. 
 

2.  
Zander McKay 
 

I'm very excited about using my first at work. 

My user name is zenan007, and I've already had a few ideas just wandering 
around work. With the processing power of an android the flexibility and 

advanced functions that are possible with the voltset are very exciting. 

I can see this becoming very popular amongst my colleagues and friends. 
 

3.  

Who could ask for more? A phone, camera, computer, voltmeter, and maybe 
oscilloscope rolled into one! I am excited. keep going?  - Computron 

 

----------The Mission and Vision Interview-------- 
Why are we building Voltset? 
Imagine a tool, which allows you to do what you want to do wherever you want to do it. It allows you 
to find and share knowledge on the spot. Allows you to share your findings with your team, or with 

others all over the world. 
Two years ago, we had a need for this. We searched but couldn’t find anything. And now, I have the 
Voltset prototype in my hand. Say if Steve made an awesome project guide for an Arduino. While 
following his guide, I can use three test points to see if I’ve build it correctly. 
Say that if Steve build this awesome project and wrote a guide on Voltset for me to follow. I can use 
his guide to probe the test points, and generate a quick report showing what I might have done 
wrong. Imagine in the near future, you can collaborate with someone building 
Imagine in the near future, teachers can give students a Voltset for their homework. When Voltset is 
plugged in, students will be asked to go find a battery and put the two test probes on it like in the 
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picture. If they have flipped the polarity, there will be a message box telling them that black is for 
negative and red is for positive. 
Tools are nothing without people. 
Wonders can be made when using the right tool. 
People can be extremely powerful, when minds are collaborating with each other. 
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8.11 Kickstarter Media Management Example (part) 
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